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Rationale.—Mathematics has been a vital subject in the world 
since man first began to think. It is the basis of the science and 
technology upon which the modern world depends. In 19ï>7j Sputnik went 
into orbit, and the American public, somewhat impelled by panic, be¬ 
came very much interested in "stepping-up" the teaching of mathematics. 
Workshops and courses have been conducted throughout the nation in order 
to help teachers understand and become acquainted with the new mathe¬ 
matics trends. In modern mathematics at the elementary school level, 
attention is focused on the nature of the number system, the ideas and 
language of sets appropriate to this stage of mathematical advancement, 
the concepts of point and line, the laws of operation and proof, equa¬ 
tions and inequalities, grouping and many other facets which lead the 
alerted mind onward. Today emphasis in modern mathematics is on the 
discovery of why instead of what. Students are encouraged to ponder 
what they have discovered and to reach their own generalizations.'1' 
Studies have shown that more pupils are required to repeat the 
work of grades above the first because of failure to master mathematics 
^Modern Mathematics for Georgia Schools, A Bulletin prepared by 
the Division of Instruction-Curriculum Development, Vol. I, (Atlanta: 
Georgia State Department of Education, 1962), p. 1. 
1 
2 
than for any other reason. Mathematics is still a major cause of non¬ 
promotion in our schools. Many different topics, such as square root, 
complex fractions and obsolete measurements, are included in the 
mathematics program because they are integral elements of the science 
of numbers, even though they are seldom used by most people. Proceed¬ 
ing on the assumption that the mathematics taught in the school should 
include these processes and topics of undoubted social values, much 
has been done by curriculum makers to eliminate the deadwood that has 
accumulated over a period of years. The modern mathematics curriculum 
consists largely of subject matter that functions in the activities of 
most people. New applications of number process and quantitative pro¬ 
cedures are being added to the curriculum as they begin to operate in 
the affairs of daily life.'*' 
The curriculum pattern of the school affects the place of mathe¬ 
matics in the total instructional program. In many schools the curricu¬ 
lum is organized as compartmentalized subjects and little is done to 
2 
bring out interrelationships among the various fields of study. 
It has been established that, in the past, many topics were 
taught long before the pupils had the mental maturity need to master 
them without undue strain and tension. This situation has been greatly 
complicated in recent years by the general premotion of pupils regard¬ 
less of their level of achievement in the fundamental curriculum areas. 
At the same time, considerable attention has been given to the question 
■*"H. Bueckner and F. Grossnickle, Making Arithmetic Meaningful 
(Philadelphia: The John Winston Company, 1953), p. 60. 
^Ibid., p. 2l|,0. 
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of providing for individual differences in the instructional program. 
There is a demand that modern mathematics be infiltrated down 
into the elementary school. The modern approach to the teaching of 
mathematics requires the pupil to reason more and to understand the 
reasons for the performance of an operation. In this approach some 
topics such as the following are outlined: 
1. Associative principle for addition and for multiplication 
2. Between-ness (density of numbers between numbers) 
3. Commutative principle for addition and for multiplication^ 
1*. Comparison ideas 
3. Compensation for addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division 
6. Distributive principle 
7. Densibxlity rules 
8. Equations 
9. Estimating 
10. Factor product relationship 
11. Geometry 
12. Graphs 
13. Grouping dependent on the base group 
lij.. Inequalities - decrease operations 
15. Logic 
16. Mental procedures 
17. Number line 
18. Number pairs (other than simple fractions; 
19. Part whole relationship 
20. Prime and composite numbers 
21. Ratios 
22. Sequences and series 
23. Symbols and tables 
2k. Variables 
Looking ahead in mathematics reveals a judicious blending of the 
old with the new. Classical mathematics, the kind handed down for cen¬ 
turies, endures; it has lost none of its vitality. Modern mathematics, 
the kind invented relatively recently, thrives. Teachers no longer 
■^Ibid., p. 2. 
2 
Henry Van Egngen, "Modern Math Methods," Modern Trends Pamphlet 
(February, 1962), pp. 10-12. 
U 
ignore the recent luxuriant growth of mathematics, especially the de¬ 
velopment of the last twenty years, but they are not exactly trading in 
the old model for anew one either. Einstein, indeed, need not replace 
Euclid. Instead, pupils can learn from Einstein and from many others.11" 
Educators regard the new way of teaching mathematics as a vast 
improvement over the traditional method which has been used for cen¬ 
turies with few basic changes. However, children who have been exposed 
to the traditional method are apt to dislike the new teaching method. 
As a result, many of them drop the subject as soon as they have a 
p 
choice in the matter. This is a principal reason why comparatively 
few United States high school and college students enroll for the ad¬ 
vanced mathematics courses which are essential for the education of 
scientists and engineers. 
Evolution of the study.—The writer's interest in this problem 
grew out of her teaching experiences in Modern Math and the reaction of 
exceptional students at Whitefoord Elementary School to newer trends. 
Since there was a large number of low grades in the area of mathematics 
in the fourth grade, the writer became very interested in studying 
specifically those pupils who were able to grasp and progress in the 
newer trends. 
Contribution to educational knowledge.—This study may provide 
an account of the progress, scholastically, and exemplify the interests 
^Irwin H. Beuce, "A Formal Book in Mathematics, " Modem Trends 
Pamphlet (February, 1962), pp. 20-22. 
2"New Way of Teaching Arithmetic Tested," Los Angeles Times 
(As in Modem Trends Pamphlet), January 18, 1959, p. 30. 
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of exceptional mathematics students enrolled at VJhitefoord Elementary 
School. The data provided by this study should serve to (1) afford a 
basis for improved mathematics instruction to meet the needs of all 
students; (2) to stimulate teachers of these students to use newer 
methods; and (3) create an awareness among school administrators of the 
desirability of this method in the teaching of this type of student, and 
(U) aid in implementing a better program of mathematical instruction. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was 
to test the hypothesis that there are no significant differences in 
scholastic achievement of superior students in modern mathematics at 
Whitefoord Elementary School. 
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to 
ascertain the levels of achievement in mathematics for three levels of 
ability-grouped pupils: (a) superior, (b) average, and (c) lower; and 
to test the Null Hypothesis that there was no difference in mathematics 
achievement between the respective pairings among the three ability- 
grouped pupils. 
More specifically, the purposes of this study were to determine: 
1. Measurement of central tendency and variability on 
mathematics achievement on two forms of the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test. 
2. To determine the difference in achievement, if any, in 
mathematics between superior and average ability groups 
on two administrations of the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Form A and Form B. Also, superior and lower; 
average and lower. 
3. To determine the correlation on the paired variables 
of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A and Form B. 
(a) Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A, Kuhlman- 
Anderson Mental Maturity Test 
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(b) Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form B 
Kahlman-Anderson Mental Maturity Test on 
the three paired groupings as the superior, 
average, lower. 
U. To determine the difference, if any, among the correla¬ 
tion on the variables of achievement on intelligence 
as obtained by the three paired groupings of the 
student s. 
5. To formulate whatever implications for educational 
theory and practice that might be derived from the 
analysis of the data. 
6. To identify difference in achievement which appear to 
be functions of grouping, and/or instruction. 
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used throughout this 
study are defined and/or characterized in the separate statements below. 
1. "Superior" refers to those pupils who are superior 
in academic mathematics achievement at Whitefoord 
Elementary School. Academic achievement means pupils' 
achievement in all curriculum areas except physical 
development, emotional development and ethical be¬ 
havior.1 
2. "Average" refers to those pupils who are mediocre 
academically but are above the slow; these are the 
ordinary pupils. The average child at Whitefoord 
stands in a middle class. He is usually friendly 
toward almost everyone he meets. He is unconcerned 
about some things while very conscientious about 
others. In school he is calm, wants to learn, and 
takes interest in his work and projects. He will 
have his homework when assigned, when, nine times out 
of ten, the pupil able to be or who is above average, 
will not have the work. (Not saying it will be as 
neat as could be, of course, but he will have it.) 
As far as work goes, the steady everlasting rule in 
his mind is "if you want to be somebody, get those 
books." The average child usually stays where he 
is; he is not trying to "keep up with the Joneses," 
^J. Stanley Ahmann and M. D. Glock, Evaluating Pupil Growth 
(Rockleigh, New Jersey: Allyn and Bacon, 1959), p. 1$. 
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in a matter of sense, but then he feels that "I've 
got what I've got, and everyone else has his." The 
teacher can only present to him what she has to give 
and show him how to use it. He has to learn on his 
own. Sometimes the child is concerned with his work 
as the child above him but cannot always get it. 
Scope and limitations of the study.—The writer feels that the 
problems in this study are inherent in all schools that are making a 
transition from the old to the newer trends in modern mathematics and 
in students who are excelling in this program. 
This study was limited to the students enrolled in the fourth 
grade at Whitefoord Elementary School in Atlanta during the I96I4.-196$ 
school year. 
Another limitation of the study may evolve from the fact that 
only the pupils of the Whitefoord School may benefit from the findings. 
Locale of the study.—This study was conducted at the Whitefoord 
Elementary School, Area V, of the Atlanta Public School System. 
Subjects and materials.—The subjects used this study were those 
students who seem to have made a smooth transition from the old mathe¬ 
matics to the new with success in comparison with the average. 
Materials used in this study included the following instruments: 
Kuhlman-Anderson I. Q. Test, a check questionnaire, Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test for Arithmetic. These tests are utilized by the Atlanta 
Board of Education for pupils at different levels. 
Method of research.—The Descriptive Survey Method of research, 
employing the specific techniques of testing and statistical analysis, 
was used to obtain the data. 
Method of procedure.—The procedural steps used in conducting 
8 
this study were as follows: 
1. Permission to conduct this study was requested and 
secured from the proper school officials. 
2. The Metropolitan Achievement Test Form A and Kuhlman- 
Anderson Intelligence Test, Form D were administered 
to the fourth grade subjects. The questionnaire was 
administered by the writer. 
3. The related literature pertinent to this study was 
surveyed, abstracted and summarized for inclusion 
in the final thesis copy. 
U. Interviews were held with students to establish a 
reciprocal relationship. These interviews were 
conducted in the classroom as indicated by the 
subjects who were experiencing diffulties. There 
was no certain grouping of the pupils. Help was 
given to any child at that time when the need arose. 
Such questions as age, whether the child understood 
the work or whether something was troubling him were 
taken into account. The teacher used her knowledge 
to determine whether the child was having trouble 
with his work or was just plain lazy. 
3. New concepts only were taught. 
6. The data derived were treated statistically with 
reference to significant differences and correlations. 
7. The findings, conclusions, implications and recommenda¬ 
tions were formulated and incorporated in the finished 
thesis copy. 
Survey of related literature.—In making or considering any 
curriculum revisions, all proponents, administrators and interested 
laymen should be aware of certain facts about the mathematics learning 
potentialities of children. These facts have been revealed by numerous 
studies comparing (l) level of arithmetic ability of children entering 
the first grade with the required curriculum for that grade, (2) the 
time allotments for the first six years of arithmetic instruction in 
the United States with time allotments of other nations, and (3) the 
comparison of arithmetic achievements of American children with other 
9 
nations. 
One of the first comprehensive studies on the background of 
entering first grade pupils was made by Buckingham and McLatibly in 
1928. They found:1 
1. The median score for rote counting of the children in 
this study was between 27 and 28. 
2. Over 50 per cent of the children could count out 
objects beyond 20. 
3. Over 35 per cent of the children consistently re¬ 
produced (i.e., counted out a stated number of 
objects) the numbers one to ten. 
U* Approximately 32 per cent of the children knew all 
of the addition combinations of sums up to and in¬ 
cluding 10. 
One decade later, another study was made by Brownell in which 
he found that over two-thirds of the children of pre-first grade age 
could count and identify objects up to 20, knew the number combinations 
of sums up to and including 6, and understood the fundamental concepts 
of the factors one-half and one-third. 
In a recent article, Priore reported on an experiment similar to 
those mentioned above and found similar trends. The results, which 
were based on the responses of seventy pupils of "average" intelligence, 
showed that 75 per cent could reproduce numbers of ten, as indicated 
by counting out the current number of blocks given by the examiner; 
that 50 per cent could work most of the subtraction facts through 9 ,
and could recognize the values of the simple fractions, one-half, 
■*-G. H. Miller, Shall We Change Our Arithmetic Program? A 
Bulletin, Fairfield, Iowa: Parsons College, (April, 19o2), p. 123. 
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one-third and one-fourth. The average in rote counting for the children 
in this study was 29. 
Thus, a comparison of the general proposed curriculum in mathe¬ 
matics shows that well over 50 per cent of the students can already 
do the work which is required for the first grade. It appears that the 
majority of first graders review for one year material which they have 
already mastered. 
The studies show that the majority already know much of the con¬ 
tent in mathematics which they are required to learn in the first 
grade.^ 
From the standpoint of effective use of time, it seems apparent 
that these pupils could be mastering new material instead of repeating 
what they already know; that needless repetition can lead to boredom 
and the development of a negative attitude toward mathematics. Our 
curriculum might well be revised to take into consideration the know¬ 
ledge of mathematics a child has when he enters the first grade. 
That children can be given more mathematics in these early 
formative years is readily observed in the comparative studies made 
by Ruswell, Kramer, and others. 
Prior to the reporting of the studies on comparative achievement, 
no facts were available to draw any conclusions concerning the possible 
superiority of early mathematics instructions over mathematics given at 
3 
a later grade level. Three decades ago, the advocates of "readiness" 
T-Ibid., p. 195. 
^Ibid., p. 196. 
^Ibid., p. 106. 
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and "maturation," who based their conclusion on psychological research, 
stated that mathematics instruction at an early level had had little 
value. They claimed that training at a later grade level when the 
child had reached a certain maturation level would provide the same 
amount of learning in a shorter period of time. As a result, there 
came about a de-emphasis in the instruction of mathematics. However, 
with the new data on comparative education, it seems apparent that 
earlier instruction of mathematics does produce greater learning at an 
earlier age contrary to the predictions of the advocates of maturation. 
In general, there seems to be a two-year gain by the sixth grade 
in mathematics instruction of the other nations in this comparative 
study over the students in the United States. 
Today there are two very important reasons why it is vital that 
we take advantage of this potential earlier mastery of the fundamentals 
of mathematics, the basic foundation for all higher mathematics. First, 
the present shift from a society which required many unskilled and semi¬ 
skilled types of jobs to a technological one which requires an ever- 
increasing number of trained scientists and technicians. Secondly, 
we must keep up with the present concentration in mathematics and the 
sciences in schools of other countries, which is responsible for the 
fact that some other countries are graduating three times the number 
of engineers as the United States.^" 
It is felt that revision of our curriculum is mandatory if we 
are to meet the needs of our advancing technological society. 
^Ibid., p. 197. 
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The Meaning Theory is basic to a modern program of mathematics 
in the democratic classroom.^ 
Drill should not be dropped bat new ways should be sought for 
2 
making drill do a better job. 
The greater gain and increase in mathematics achievement is 
3 
associated with the individual method. 
The average child can do work usually with the teacher at times 
as well as the bright child. While the subject can become very deep 
and complicated, its basic notions are really quite simple, yet when 
doing work alone or on a test they close up like a clam. In other 
words, wanting to do work right, but afraid to do their own work in 
fear that it may be wrong. Some tasks may seem quite easy to an 
individual; others may seem extremely difficult; they are spread 
throughout the life time of each person. The yearning for learning is 
strong; the ability may be there but that fear or anxiety about his 
work may cause a pupil not do what he could or even can do at times. 
The teaching of mathematics to young children has been a subject 
of research ever since the report of the N. E. A. Committee of Tifton 
at the turn of the century, which indicated that "something radical needs 
^Developing Meaningful Practices in Arithmetic, Committee on 
Flexibility of the Central New York Study Council, pp. 7-8. 
2 
L. W. Harding and I. Bryant, "An Experimental Comparison of 
Drill and Direct Experience in Arithmetic Learning in a Fourth Grade," 
Journal of Educational Research, XXXVTI (January, 195>U)j p. 321. 
3 
B. R. Buckingham, "What Became of Drill?" Arithmetic in General 
Education, Sixteenth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathe- 
matics (New York, Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, I9I4I), 
pp. 189-99. 
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to be done about the teaching of arithmetic-"'*' 
Early research in mathematics was largely concerned with a de¬ 
termination of the content to be taught, the grade placement of the 
content, and the analysis of the content into its constituent skills. 
In recent years, in response to the changes in our philosophy of 
education, research has been more concerned with the nature and the 
place process in mathematics, with the nature and the place of meaning 
in mathematics, and with the methods and materials used. 
Recent writings have stressed the need of teaching for meaning. 
They indicate that mathematics should be made intelligible and useful 
to the learner. The primary purpose of instruction in mathematics is 
to help children grow in the ability to think quantitatively. 
Numerous studies have been made evaluating the meaning approach 
to teaching. They show that children taught meaningfully retain the 
learning longer, are able to transfer this learning more effectively 
to solving new problem situations, and develop the ability to think 
quantitatively better than do those taught under a drill method. 
Furthermore, a method of teaching which emphasizes rational procedures 
appears to be the most economical route to speedy accurate computation. 
Readiness.—The subject of readiness has received considerable 
attention in recent years. Studies tend to confirm the growing con¬ 
viction that readiness for learning is based on mental maturity and 
inner growth in combination with previous experiences, methods of 
^-From Charlotte W. Janze, "Good Teachers of Arithmetic Teach 
for Meaning," NBA Journal, (March, 1933), pp. 167-68. Reprinted by 
permission of the author and the NEA Journal. 
1U 
learning, interests, attitudes, and purposes.'*' 
A readiness program in mathematics should probably be regarded 
as covering that period when the child's background for learning a 
new concept is appraised, foundational experiences are provided, and 
a purpose for learning the new concept is established in the child's 
mind. 
One of the chief tasks of the teacher during this readiness period 
is to create a problem situation which will arouse the child's interest 
and provide the felt need basic to discovery and experimentation. Re¬ 
search in readiness indicates there is a great need for readiness test¬ 
ing, remedial instruction and greater individualization of instruction. 
Research on problem-solving has produced the following conclus¬ 
ions: Pupils tend to score higher in problem-solving in the tests 
which do not require response to the analytic steps, and pupils who 
have been taught these steps do not use them except under compulsion. 
Reliance on a formal system of problem-solving robs pupils of 
self-confidence. It in effect makes them slaves to the system. The 
research indicates that the teacher should supply a sufficient number of 
genuine problems which the pupils have a good chance of solving success¬ 
fully on his own thinking, together with enough challenging problems 
2 
to stimulate interest. 
Many children experience difficulty in solving verbal problems 
because of inability to sense relationship within the problem. Im- 
■*""Teaching In The Elementary School - Readings, " ed. Lester D. 
and Alice Crow, and Waiter Murray (New York: The David McKay Co., 
1961), pp. Iii-l6. 
^Ibid., pp. Il|-16. 
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provement of reading skills in mathematics results in better work in 
problem-solving. 
Teaching materials should indicate more factual information 
which would help children gain number understandings through experi¬ 
ence. Practical experience is a potent factor in success in problem¬ 
solving, particularly for below-average children. 
Research places increasing emphasis upon outcomes beyond mere 
rote learning of facts and principles. It also indicates that the 
evaluation of mathematical understandings should receive heavy emphasis. 
There are three principal methods of evaluation: Standardized 
tests to measure basic understandings and skills and ability in problem¬ 
solving, teacher prepared tests to measure mathematical understandings 
and judgement, and informal observation to appraise functional compe¬ 
tence in numbers. Many schools have not gone beyond the first level, 
and only a few are operating with all three. 
Fourth Grade.—Just as fourth grade classroom activities in 
mathematics are devoted largely to extending the ideas which have been 
taught in the previous grades (adding and multiplying in tens and 
powers of ten, carrying remainders and "carrying back" in subtracting 
and dividing), so outside activities are a review and extension.'*' 
Occasionally, for example, a fourth grade room will supervise 
the Red Cross collection, or fourth graders will be given an assignment 
in the office which involves determining the stamps required for mail 
or parcel post. 
^William 3. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, July 1962'),' pp. IJ.8'2—I4.8U. 
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Whenever practicable, attention is given to the development of 
the unit type problem in mathematics. An interesting example of this 
type of problem originated with a gift of venison to one of the fourth 
grade pupils in this group. A generous father felt that the venison 
might be appropriate because the students were about to terminate a 
project relating to pioneer life. 
The children and their teacher decided to have a pioneer luncheon 
of venison stew. The meat committee first elected to go to the village 
to find out the cost of vegetables. Upon the committee's return, the 
class added up the total bill and determined how much change the clerk 
would give them from a five dollar bill. The committee then made the 
purchases. 
It was unanimously decided that dessert should consist of ginger¬ 
bread. This led to a discussion of cups, pints and quarts. Utensils 
were brought to school to do the work. Each member of the class 
figured out how many cakes would be needed in order to get eight pieces 
from one cake and twenty-four pupils to serve. Finally, the students 
figured how much milk they would have to order if they could get four 
glasses from one quart. Similarly, they determined the cost of six 
quarts of milk. All of these expenditures then were lumped, and the 
students figured how to proi’ate the expenses among the group.'*' 
The experience served as a most satisfying mathematics experience, 
and the meal proved to be highly satisfactory. 
•''Ibid., pp. Ili3, U03. 
CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZATION AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
Prefatory statement»—The data presented in this chapter were 
analyzed and interpreted in an effort to provide a basis for the formu¬ 
lation of conclusions pertaining to the purpose of this study which was 
listed in Chapter I. These data are presented in such a manner as to 
answer questions relative to the hypothesis as posed in the statement 
of the problem. The main purpose of this study was to determine the 
scholastic achievement of a superior group of students in modem mathe¬ 
matics at T'Jhitefoord Elementary School. The writer restricted the sub¬ 
jects of this investigation to the two groups: superior and average, 
identified with reference to ability. 
The present section of the thesis will present the data on the 
testing concerned with the achievement scores of the two groups of 
pupils (a) superior group and (b) average, for the fourth grades of 
the Whitefoord Elementary School. Appropriate tables illustrative of 
the data as indicated below will be found throughout the section. 
1. There are two tables which will present frequency dis¬ 
tribution of the one hundred eleven pupils enrolled 
in the fourth grades of the school. On each of the 
"variables" in the respective tests as used in this 
study, the tables will give the primary statistics in 
regard to measurements of central tendency and vari¬ 
ability. 
2. There are three tables which will present significant 
differences between the two groups of fourth grade 
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pupils on the "variables" of the test used in this 
study. 
3. There are three tables which will present the basic data 
on the correlations for the paired variables of achieve¬ 
ment for the respective groups of fourth grade pupils. 
U. There is one table which will present the significant 
difference of the correlations between the fourth grade 
groups. 
3. There is one summary table which will present a summary 
of all the data derived from the results on the Metro¬ 
politan Achievement Test, Form A and Form B, administered 
to the one hundred and eleven fourth grade pupils of the 
Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 196U- 
1965. 
The criteria of reliability of the statistics of the various 
paired variables of the data were: Fisher’s "t" test of significant 
difference at or beyond the one (.01) per cent and .03 level of con¬ 
fidence,'*’ the standard error of the mean, together with Fisher's "t" 
2 
test of significant correlation, and the significance of the differ- 
3 
ence of the two "r". 
Indices of Achievement on the Initial 
Testing Program 
This section of the research report presents the data on the 
achievement levels of the one hundred and eleven fourth-grade pupils to 
whom the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A was administered at the 
beginning of the project period. These data are presented in Tables 
1 and 2, under the appropriate caption for the respective ability 
. P. Gilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1936), p. 16?. 
2Ibid., pp. 178-179. 
^Ibid., pp. 180-181. 
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grouped class of pupils. 
Results on the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test - Form A (Mathematics) 
The data on the mathematics component of the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the pupils of the 
Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 196U-65, are presented 
in Tables 1 and 2, pages 20 and 21, respectively, and are analyzed in 
the separate paragraphs below. 
Superior Group—For the 39 superior grouped fourth grade pupils, 
the grade-placements ranged from a low of 2.5 to a high of 5*9, with a 
mean of lt.lt, a standard deviation of 1.11, and a standard error of the 
mean of .19. Seventeen or U7.58 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 
30.77 per cent scored below the mean, and 10, or 2^.65 per cent scored 
within the mean class-interval. The mean grade-placement index of lt.lt 
was .It points above the norm of expectancy in the area of mathematics. 
Average Group—For the 36 average group fourth grade pupils, the 
grade-placements ranged from a low of 2.5 to a high of 2l±.9, with a 
mean of 3»28, a standard deviation of .88, and a standard error of the 
mean of .15. Three, or 8.33 per cent scored above the mean, 23 or 
63.89 per cent scored below the mean, and one or 27.78 per cent, scored 
within the mean class-interval. The grade-placement index of 3.28 
was .88 points below the norm of expectancy in the area of mathematics. 
Lower Group—For the 36 lower grouped fourth grade pupils at the 
beginning of the school year, the grade-placements ranged from a low of 
1.5 to a high of It.9, with a mean of 3*0, a standard deviation of 5«09 
and a standard error of the mean of .85. Five or 13.87 per cent scored 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST (FORM A) 
(MATHEMATICS) AS OBTAINED BY THE ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVEN FOURTH 
GRADE PUPILS OF THS WHITEFOORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 196i;-1965 
Scores Superior Group A Average Group B Lower Group C 
Grade Placement Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
5.5 5.9 2 5.12 
5.o 5.U 1 2.57 
U.5 U.9 iu 39.89 3 8.33 I 2.77 
ii.0 k.k 10 25.65 1 2.77 
3.5 3.9 7 17.99 10 27.78 3 8.33 
3.0 3.U 5 12.83 10 27.78 16 uu.uu 
2.5 2.9 13 36.11 9 25.00 
2.0 2.U 5 13.89 
1.5 1.9 1 2.77 
Total 39 100.00 36 100.00 36 100.00 
Mean h.k 3.28 3.0 
Sigma l.n .88 5.09 
S. E. .19 .15 .85 
Gr. PI. U.U 3.28 3.0 
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TABLE 2 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT 'TEST 
(FORM A) (MATHEMATICS) OBTAINED FOR THE THREE GROUPS 
OF ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVEN FOURTH GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE WHITEFOORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961;-196$ 





\ - M2 
S. E. 
of 
Mx - M2 "t" 
Superior 3 9 k'k 1.17 .19 
and 1.1 .021; U.7 
Average 36 3.28 .88 .15 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT 








ML - M2 "b" 
Superior 39 u.u 1.17 .19 
and l.u .87 1.6 
Lower 36 3.0 5.09 .85 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Diff. S. E. 
S.E. of of 









 . .15 
.86 2.8 .32 
Lower 36 3.0 5.09 .85 
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above the mean; 15 or ij.1.66 per cent scored below the mean, and 16, or 
UU.UU per cent scored within the mean class interval. The mean grade- 
placement index of 3*0 was 1.5 points below the norm of expectancy in 
achievement. 
The "t11 ratio of comparative data.—Table 2, page 21 shows the 
comparative measures for the three paired groups as analyzed in the 
separate paragraphs below. 
Superior-Average Group—The mean grade-placement for the superior 
group was U.l; and for the superior average was 3.28, with a difference 
of 1.1 in favor of the superior group. The standard deviation for the 
superior group was 1.17 and for the average group was .88, with a differ¬ 
ence of .29 in favor of the superior group; the standard error of the 
mean for the superior group was .19 and for the average group was .15* 
with a difference of .OU in favor of the superior group. The standard 
error of the difference between the two means was .02l±. 
The "t" for these data was U.7, which was significant for it was 
as great as 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and at 
73 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics 
component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was statistically signi¬ 
ficant for these two groups of subjects. 
The "t11 ratio of comparative data.—Table 2, page 21, shows the 
comparative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade- 
placement for the superior group was U-ii and for the inferior group was 
3.0, with a difference of 1 .U in favor of the superior group. The 
standard deviation for the superior group was 1.17 and for the inferior 
group was 5*09, with a difference of 3.92 in favor of the inferior group; 
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the standard error of the mean for the superior group was .19 and for the 
inferior group was .83, with a difference of .66 in favor of the lower 
group. The standard error of the difference between the two means was 
.87. 
The "t" for these data was 1.6, which was not significant for it 
was less than 2.38 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and at 
73 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics 
component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was not statistically 
significant for these two groups of subjects. 
The "t" ratio of comparative data.—Table 2, page 21, shows the 
comparative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade- 
placement for the average group was 3»28 and for the lower group was 3«0, 
with a difference of .28 in favor of the average group. The standard 
deviation for the average group was .88 and for the lower group was 3*09, 
with a difference of U-21 in favor of the lower group; the standard 
error of the mean for the average group was .13 and for the lower group 
was .83, with a difference of .70 in favor of the lower group. The 
standard error of the difference between the two means was 2.8. 
The "t" for these data was .32, which was not significant for it 
was less than 2.38 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and at 
70 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics 
component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was not statistically 
significant for these two groups of subjects. 
Indices of Achievement on the 
Final Testing Program 
This section of the research report presents the data on the 
2U 
achievement levels of the one hundred, and eleven fourth-grade pupils 
to whom the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form B was administered at 
the end of the project period. These data are presented in Tables 3 
and U* under the appropriate caption for the respective ability-group 
class of pupils. 
Results on the Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form B 
(Mathematics) 
The data in the mathematics component of the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the 111 fourth 
grade pupils at the Mhitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, at 
the beginning and at the end of the school year 196U-1965, are presented 
in Tables 3 and U, pages 25 and 26, respectively, and are anaLyzed in 
the separate paragraphs below. 
Superior Group - For the 39 superior grouped fourth grade pupils 
at the beginning of the school year, the grade-placements ranged from 
a low of 3.5 to a high of 6.9, with a mean of 5.135* a median of 5*02, 
a standard deviation of 1.20, and a standard error of the mean of .20. 
Fourteen or 39.89 per cent scored above the mean; 5 or 12.83 per cent 
scored below the mean, and 5.2 or 23.07 per cent scored within the mean 
class-interval. The mean grade-placement index of 5.135 was .6U points 
above the norm of expectancy in achievement. 
Average Group - For the 36 averaged grouped fourth grade pupils 
at the end of the school year, the scores ranged from a low of 2.0 to a 
high of 6.9, with a mean of I;.060, a median of JU. 1, a standard deviation 
of 2.1, and a standard error of the mean of .35* 2.9 or U2.3U per cent 
scored above the mean, 2.06 or 38.78 per cent scored below the mean, 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FORM B (MATHEMATICS) AS OBTAINED BY THE ONE HUNDRED AND 
ELEVEN FOURTH GRADE PUPILS OF THE WHITEFOORD 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 
196U-I965 
Grade Placement 
Superior Group A 
Number Per Cent 
Average Group B 
Number Per Cent 
Lower Group C 
Number Per Cent 
6.5 6.9 3 7.69 1 2.77 
6.0 6.U 6 15.83 3 8.33 
5.5 5.9 5 12.83 1 2.77 
5.0 5.U 9 23.07 k 11.11 k 11.11 
U.5 h.9 5 12.83 2 5.57 h 11.11 ' 
U.o b.h 7 17.95 6 16.68 h 11.11 
3.5 3.9 U 10.25 8 22.22 11 30.56 
3.0 3.U 8 22.22 5 13.89 
2.5 2.19 3 8.3k 6 16.68 
2.0 2.U 1 2.77 1 2.77 
Total 39 100.00 36 100.00 36 100.00 
Mean 5.135 U.060 3.85 
Signia 1.20 2.1 2.0 
S. E. .20 .35 .33 
Gr. PI. 5.1U li.l 3.9 
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TABLE U 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT 
TEST - FORM B (MATHEMATICS) OBTAINED FOR THE THREE 
GROUPS OF ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVEN FOURTH GRADE 
PUPILS OF THE VJHITEFOORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 196U-1965 
Diff. S. E. 
S.E. of of 
Group Number Mean Sigma Mean ML - M2 ML - Mg '«t" 







Average 36 U.06 2.1 .35 
1.08 .U03 2.U8 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 





% - M2 
S.E. 
of 
Ml - M2 "t" 
Superior 39 5.U 1.20 .20 
and 1.39 .372 3.U 
Lower 3 36 3.83 2.0 .33 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Group Number Mean Sigma 
S.E. 
Mean 
Diff. S. E. 
of of 
M]_ - M2 M1 - Mg "t" 
Average 
and 
36 U.06 2.1 .33 
.21 .U7 .53 
Lower 36 3.83 2.0 .33 
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and U.2 or 16.68 per cent scored within the mean class-interval. The 
mean grade-placement index of U*06 was .1|1; peints below the norm of 
expectancy in achievement. 
Lower Group - For the 36 lower grouped fourth grade pupils at 
the beginning of the school year, the scores ranged from a low of 2.0 
to a high of 3»9> with a mean of 3-85, a median of 3.68, a standard 
deviation of 3-0, and a standard error of the mean of .33} 2.22, or 
36.10 per cent, scored above the mean; 1.68 or 33*3U per cent, scored 
beLow the mean, and 3*7, or 30.3 per cent scored within the mean class- 
interval. The mean grade-placement of 3.83 was ,t>3 points below the 
norm of expectancy in achievement. 
The "t" ratio of Comparative Data.—Table U, page 26, shows the 
comparative measures for the three paired groups of subjects as analyzed 
in the separate paragraphs below. 
Superior-Average Group - The mean grade-placement for the superior 
group was 3*lU and for the average group was I4..O6, with a difference of 
1.08 in favor of the superior group. The standard deviation for the 
superior group was 1.20 and for the average group was 2.1, with a differ¬ 
ence of .10 in favor of the average group; the standard error of the mean 
for the superior group was .20, and for the average group was .33, with 
a difference of .13 in favor of the average group. The standai*d error 
of the difference between the two means was J4.03. 
The "t" for these data was 2.U8, which was not significant for it 
was less than 2.38 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and at 
73 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics 
component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was not statistically 
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significant for these two groups of subjects. 
The "t11 ratio of Comparative Data.—Table U, page 26, shows the 
comparative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean 
score for the superior group was 5»^U and for the lower group was 3.3%, 
with a difference of 1.29 in favor of the superior group; the standard 
deviation for the superior group was 1.20 and for the lower group was 
2.0, with a difference of .20 in favor of the superior group; the stand¬ 
ard error of the mean for the superior group was .20 and for the lower 
group was .33, with a difference of .13 in favor of the lower group. 
The standard error of the difference between the two mean was 1.39. 
The "t" for these data was 3«U* which was significant for it was 
as great as 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and at 73 
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics com¬ 
ponent of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was statistically significant 
for these two groups of subjects. 
The "t" ratio of Comparative Data.—Table U* page 26, shows the 
comparative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade- 
placement for the average group was H.06 and for the lower group was 
3.85; with a difference of .21 in favor of the average group. The 
standard deviation for the average group was 2.1 and for the lower group 
was 2.0, with a difference of .1 in favor of the average group; the 
standard error of the mean for the average group was .35* and for the 
lower group was .33, with a difference of .2 in favor of the average 
group. The standard error of the difference between the two means was 
.21. 
The "t" for these data was .53* which was not significant for it 
was as great as 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and 
29 
at 70 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the mathematics 
component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test was not statistically 
significant for these two groups of subjects. 
Interpretation.—A summary of the data analyzed and compared 
above would appear to indicate that the grade placement of 5*1U and U.lj 
for the superior group and average group, respectively, was an indication 
that the former was educationally accelerated and the latter was educa¬ 
tionally retarded as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test. 
Further, the question as to what extent the factors of socio¬ 
economic status and "culture-fair" tests could or would in an "equalizing" 
and/or "plus" situation have significantly altered the performance of 
these fourth grade pupils appear to be moot. 
Lastly, and more significant, there is the question as to what 
extent did the situation of the superior group of fourth graders provide 
a motivation more conducive to optimum growth and development than did 
the environment of the lower fourth graders. 
Indices on the Correlation Data 
Correlation Data.—The general purpose of this study was to deter¬ 
mine the scholastic achievement of superior students in modern mathe¬ 
matics at Whitefoord Elementary School. The correlation data in this 
section is used to obtain two main objectives: (a) to determine the 
significant difference on the variables of achievement and intelligence 
(I. Q.) between the superior group, the average group and the lower 
group; and (b) to determine the degree of correlation, if any, among the 
paired variables on the respective tests administered to the two groups. 
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The section of this research, therefore, will present the data on 
the obtained correlations for the paired variables on the modern mathe¬ 
matics for the groups of fourth grade pupils of the Whitefoord Element¬ 
ary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 196H-1965. 
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement.—Table 3, page 31» presents 
the data on the correlations for the paired variables (in the new mathe¬ 
matics) for the Kuhlman-Anderson I. Q. Test and the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test - Form A, as obtained for the three ability groups of fourth 
grade pupils in the Whitefoord Elementary School. 
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement.—Superior Group—The 
correlation between the achievement and I. Q. on the Kuhlman-Anderson and 
Metropolitan Achievement - Form A - was indicated by an "r" of 0.71 
was significant for it was more than the criterion of an "r" of 0.2U3» 
Average Group—The correlations between the achievement and I. Q. 
on the Kuhlman-Anderson Test and the Metropolitan Test - Form A - was 
indicated by an "r" of 0.71» which was significant for it was greater 
than the criterion of an "r" of . 2U3* 
Lower Group—The correlation between the achievement and I. Q. 
on the Kuhlman-Anderson Test and the Metropolitan Test - Form A, was 
indicated by an !,r" of 0.07, which was not significant for it was less 
than the criterion of an "r" of O.2I4.3. 
"r" on Intelligence and Achievement.—Table 6, page 32, presents 
the data on the correlation for the paired variables of the Kuhlman- 
Anderson Intelligence Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form B. 
Superior Group—The correlation between the achievement and I. Q. 
on the Metropolitan Test - Form B, and the Kuhlman-Anderson Test was 
TABLE 5 
CORRELATIONS FOR THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF THE KUHLMAN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE 
TEST AND THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST - FORM A FOR THE THREE 
ABILITY GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS OF THE WHITEFOORD ELE¬ 
MENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 196U-1965 
Paired 














Metropolitan Achievement (A) 0.07 0.213 NS 
TABLE 6 
CORRELATION FOR THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF THE KUHLMAN-ANDERSON INTELLI¬ 
GENCE TEST AND METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST-FORM B, FOR THE 
THREE ABILITY GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS OF THE WHITE- 
FOQRD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 196U-1965 
Paired 






Metropolitan Achievement (B) 0.21 0.2U3 N S 
(Average Group) 
Kuhlman-Ander s on 
vs 




Metropolitan Achievement (B) 0.U7 0.2li3 s 
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indicated by an "r" of 0.U5, which was significant for it was greater 
than the criterion of an "r" of 0.2U3* 
Average Group—The correlation between intelligence and achievement 
on the Kuhlman- Anders on Intelligence Test and the Metropolitan Test - 
Form B, was indicated by an "r" of 0.21, which was not significant for 
it was less than the criterion of an "r" of 0.2U3» 
Lower Group—The correlation between intelligence and achievement 
on the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test and the Metropolitan Test - 
Form B, was indicated by an "r" of 0.U7 which was significant for it 
was greater than the criterion of an "r" of 0• 2it3 • 
"r11 for Achievement (Initial) and (Final).—Table 7> page 3h, 
presents the data on the correlation for the paired variables of the 
Metropolitan Test - Form A - and the Metropolitan Test - Form B. 
Superior Group—The correlation between the achievement of the 
superior group at the beginning of the period on the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test - Form A, and the achievement measured at the end of the period 
on the Metropolitan Test - Form B was indicated by an "r" of 0.81 which 
was significant for the criterion of an "r" of 0.2lj.3» 
Average Group—The correlation between the achievement of the 
average .group at the beginning of the period on the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test - Form A, and the achievement at the end of the period on the 
Metropolitan Test - Form B, was indicated by an "r" of 0.39 which was 
significant for the criterion of an "r" of 0.2U3. 
Lower Group—The correlation between the achievement of the 
lower group at the beginning of the period on the Metropolitan Achieve¬ 
ment Test - Form A, and the achievement measured at the end of the period 
TABLE 7 
CORRELATIONS FOR THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF FORM A AND FORM B OF THE 
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR THE THREE ABILITY GROUPS 
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS OF THE WHITEFOORD ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 196U-1965 
Paired 














Metropolitan (B) 0.62 0.2U3 S 
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on the Metropolitan Test - Form B - was indicated by an "r" of 0.62 which 
was significant for the criterion of an "r" of 0.2U3» 
Significant Differences Between "r's".—Table 8, page 3*3, presents 
data on the significant differences between the obtained "r" on intelli¬ 
gence and achievement for the groups of fourth grade pupils of the 
Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, I96I4.-I965. 
"t" ratios for the "r's" on Intelligence and Achievement—Superior 
and Average Groups.—The "r" for the superior group was 0.81 with a "z" 
equivalent of 1.13. The average group had an "r" which was 0.37 with a 
"z" equivalent of O.39. The difference in the "z's" for the superior 
group and the average group was 0.7U- The standard difference for the 
"z's" was O.076. 
The "t" ratio was found to be 9.7U- This "t" was significant for 
it was greater than 0.237 at the five per cent level of confidence and 
greater than 0.298 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore, 
the difference between the "r's" for the superior and average group as 
shown by Metropolitan Test - Form A, and the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelli¬ 
gence Test was significant. 
Superior and Lower Group—The "r" for the superior group was 0.81 
with a "z" equivalent of 1.13. The "r" for the lower group was 0.62 
with a "z" equivalent of O.73. The difference in the "z's" for the 
superior and lower group was 0.U0. The standard difference of the "z's" 
was 0.02U3* 
The "t" ratio was found to be I6.I4.6. This "t" was significant 
for it was greater than 0.237 at the five per cent level of confidence 
and greater than 0.298 at the one per cent level of confidence. There- 
TABLE 8 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE "RHO1 S" (CONTORTED TO Z-SCQRE EQUIVALENTS) AS OBTAINED 
ON THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF FORM A AND FORM B OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FOR THE THREE ABILITY GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS OF THE WHITEFOORD ELE¬ 
MENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1?6U-1963 
Corre- Significance 
lation Fisher's Differ- Standard Reliability Level for Significant 
Co- Co- ence Differ- Critical 100 - df Not 
Efficent Efficient ence Ratio »t" (t) Significant 
Group (z) (D) (0d ) (CR) % 1% (S/NS) 
Superior 0.81 1.13 
0.7U 0.076 9.7U 0.237 0.298 S l 
Average 0.37 0.39 
Superior 0.81 1.13 
o.Uo 0.02U3 I6.U6 0.237 0.298 S 
Lower 0.62 0.73 
Average 0.37 0.39 
0.3U 0.02U3 13.8 0.232 0.302 s 
Lower 0.62 0.73 
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fore, the difference between the "r's" for the superior and lower groups 
as shown by the Metropolitan Achievement Test - Form A, and the Kuhlman- 
Anderson Intelligence Test was significant. 
Average and Lower Group—The "r" for the average group was 0.37 
with a "z" equivalent of 0.39. The "r" for the lower group was 0.62 
with a "z" equivalent of 0.73* The difference in the "z's" for the 
average and lower groups was 0.3U« The standard difference of the "z's" 
was O.02I4.5. 
The "t" ratio was found to be 13.8. This "t" was significant 
for it was greater than 0.237 at the five per cent level of confidence 
and greater than 0.298 at the one per cent level of confidence. There¬ 
fore, the difference between the "r's" for the average and lower groups 
as shown by the Metropolitan Achievement Test - Form A, and the Kuhlman- 
Anderson Intelligence Test was significant. 
Summary on Achievement (initial Test).—Table 9, page 33, presents 
the data derived from the results on the Metropolitan Achievement Test - 
Form A, administered to one hundred and eleven fourth grade pupils of 
the Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, I96I4-I965. The 
data may be summarized as follows: 
1. For the superior and average group, on the variable of arith¬ 
metic, there was a significant difference between the groups as indicated 
by a "t" of li.7. 
2. For the Superior and lower group, on the variable of arithme¬ 
tic, there was not a significant difference between the groups as indi¬ 
cated by a "t" of 1.6. 
3. For the average and the lower group, on the variable of 
TABLE 9 
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FORM A AND FORM B, ADMINISTERED TO THE ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVEN FOURTH 




















Group A 39 U.U 1.17 0.19 
and 1.1 0.02U U.7 S 












l.U 0.87 1.6 N S 
Group B 36 3.28 0.88 0.15 
and 0.86 0.28 0.32 N S 
Group C 36 3.0 5.09 0.85 
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arithmetic, there was not a significant difference between the groups 
as indicated by a "t" of 0.32. 
It. The direction of the observed difference, with reference to 
the mean scores, was in favor of the superior and average groups. The 
difference in these groups, superior and lower, are more than that of 
the other pair of groups as shown by the "t" for the superior and lower 
groups. 
Summary on Achievement (Final Test).—Table 9, page 38, presents 
the summary of the data derived from the results on the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test - Form B, administered to one hundred and eleven pupils 
in the fourth grade of the Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 
196U-1965. The data may be summarized as follows: 
1. For the superior and average groups on the variable of arith¬ 
metic, there was not a significant difference between these two groups 
as indicated by a "t" of 2.U8. 
2. For the superior and lower groups, on the variable of arith¬ 
metic, there was a significant difference between these two groups as 
indicated by a "t" of 3*U. 
3. For the average and lower groups, on the variable of arithme¬ 
tic, there was not a significant difference between these two groups as 
indicated by a "t" of 0.33* 
ij.. The direction of the observed difference in ability, with re¬ 
ference to the mean score, was in favor of the superior and lower groups. 
This is shown by a "t" of 3.h which is greater than the "t's" for the 
other pairs of groups and is the only "t" that is significant of the 
three "t’s" presented. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rationale.—Mathematics has been a vital subject in the world 
since man first began to think. It is the basis of the science and 
technology upon which the modern world depends. In 1957, Sputnik went 
into orbit, and the American public, somewhat impelled by panic, be¬ 
came very much interested in "stepping-up" the teaching of mathematics. 
Workshops and courses have been conducted through the nation in order 
to help teachers understand and become acquainted with the new mathe¬ 
matics trends. In modern mathematics at the elementary school level, 
attention is focused on the nature of the number system, the ideas and 
language of sets appropriate to this stage of mathematical advancement, 
the concepts of point and line, the laws of operation and proof, equa¬ 
tions and inequalities, grouping and many other facts which lead the 
alerted mind onward. Today emphasis in modern mathematics is on the 
discovery of why instead of what. Students are encouraged to ponder 
what they have discovered and to reach their own generalizations.1- 
Studies have shown that more pupils are required to repeat the 
work of grades above the first because of failure to master mathematics 
^Modern Mathematics for Georgia Schools, A Bulletin prepared by 
the Division of Instruction-Curriculum Development, Vo. I, (Atlanta: 
Georgia State Department of Education, 1962), p. 1. 
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than for any other reason. Mathematics is still a major cause of non¬ 
promotion in our schools. Many different topics, such as square root, 
complex fractions and obsolete measurements, are included in the 
mathematics program because they are integral elements of the science 
of numbers, even though they are seldom used by most people. Proceed¬ 
ing on the assumption that the mathematics taught in the school should 
include these processes and topics of undoubted social values, much 
has been done by curriculum makers to eliminate the deadwood that has 
accumulated over a period of years. The modern mathematics curriculum 
consists largely of subject matter that functions in the activities of 
most people. New applications of number process and quantitative pro¬ 
cedures are being added to the curriculum as they begin to operate in 
the affairs of daily life.'*' 
The curriculum pattern of the school affects the place of mathe¬ 
matics in the total instructional program. In many schools the curricu¬ 
lum is organized as compartmentalized subjects and little is done to 
2 
bring out interrelationships among the various fields of study. 
It has been established that, in the past, many topics were 
taught long before the pupils had the mental maturity needed to master 
them without undue strain and tension. This situation has been greatly 
complicated in recent years by the general promotion of pupils regard¬ 
less of their level of achievement in the fundamental curriculum areas. 
At the same time, considerable attention has been given to the question 
^"H. Bueckner and F. Grossnickle, Making Arithmetic Meaningful 
(Philadelphis: The John Winston Company, 19ï>3), p. 60. 
^Ibid., p. 2li0. 
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of providing for individual differences in the instructional program.'1' 
There is a demand that modern mathematics be infiltrated down 
into the elementary school. The modern approach to the teaching of 
mathematics requires the pupil to reason more and to understand the 
reasons for the performance of an operation. In this approach some 
topics such as the following are outlined: 
1. Associative principle for addition and for multiplication 
2. Between-ness (density of numbers between numbers) ^ 
3. Commutative principle for addition and for multiplication 
U. Comparison ideas 
3. Compensation for addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division 
6. Distributive principle 
7. Densibility rules 
8. Equations 
9. Estimating 
10. Factor product relationship 
11. Geometry 
12. Graphs 
13. Grouping dependent on the base group 
111. Inequalities - decrease operations 
15. Logic 
16. Mental procedures 
17. Number line 
18. Number pairs (other than simple fractions) 
19. Part whole relationship 
20. Ratios 
21. Prime and composite numbers 
22. Sequences and series 
23- Symbols and tables 
2k • Variables 
Looking ahead in mathematics reveals a judicious blending of the 
old with the new. Classical mathematics, the kind handed down for cen¬ 
turies, endures; it has lost none of its vitality. Modern mathematics, 
the kind invented relatively recently, thrives. Teachers no longer 
■^Ibid., p. 2. 
O 
Henry Van Egngen, "Modern Math Methods, " Modern Trends Pamphlet, 
(February, 1962), pp. 10-12. 
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ignore the recent luxuriant growth of mathematics, especially the de¬ 
velopment of the last twenty years, but they are not exactly trading in 
the old model for a new one either. Einstein, indeed, need not replace 
Euclid. Instead, pupils can learn from Einstein and from many others.''" 
Educators regard the new way of teaching mathematics as a vast 
improvement over the traditional method which has been used for cen¬ 
turies with few basic changes. However, children who have been exposed 
to the traditional method are apt to dislike the new teaching method. 
As a result, many of them drop the subject as soon as they have a 
2 
choice in the matter. This is a principal reason why comparatively 
few United States high school and college students enroll for the ad¬ 
vanced mathematics courses which are essential for the education of 
scientists and engineers. 
Evolution of the study.—The writer’s interest in this problem 
grew out of her teaching experiences in Modern Math and the reaction of 
exceptional students at Whitefoord Elementary School to newer trends. 
Since there was a large number of low grades in the area of mathematics 
in the fourth grade, the writer became very interested in studying 
specifically those pupils who were able to grasp and progress in the 
newer trends. 
Contribution to educational knowledge.—This study may provide 
an account of the progress, scholastically, and exemplify the interests 
■'■Irwin H. Beuce, ”A Formal Book in Mathematics, " Modern Trends 
Pamphlet, (February, 1962), pp. 20-22. 
2 
’’New Way of Teaching Arithmetic Tested, " Los Angeles Times, 
(As in Modern Trends Pamphlet), (January 18, 1939), p. 30. 
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of exceptional mathematics students enrolled at Whitefoord Elementary 
School. The data provided by this study should serve to (l) afford a 
basis for improved mathematics instruction to meet the needs of all 
students; (2) to stimulate teachers of these students to use newer 
methods; and (3) create an awareness among school administrators of the 
desirability of this method in the teaching of this type of student, and 
(li) aid in implementing a better program of mathematical instruction. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was 
to test the hypothesis that there are no significant differences in 
scholastic achievement of superior students in modern mathematics at 
Whitefoord Elementary School. 
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to 
ascertain the levels of achievement in mathematics for three levels of 
ability-grouped pupils: (a) superior, (b) average, and (c) lower; and 
to test the Null Hypothesis that there was no difference in mathematics 
achievement between the respective pairings among the three ability- 
grouped pupils. 
More specifically, the purposes of this study were to determine: 
1. Measurement of central tendency and variability on 
mathematics achievement on two f orras of the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test. 
2. To determine the difference in achievement, if any, in 
mathematics between superior and average ability groups 
on two administrations of the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Form A and Form B. Also, superior and lower; 
average and lower. 
3. To determine the correlation on the paired variables 
of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A and Form 3. 
(a) Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A, Kuhlman- 
Anderson Mental Maturity Test 
(b) Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form B 
KuhLman-Anderson Mental Maturity Test on 
the three paired groupings as the superior, 
average, lower. 
U. To determine the difference, if any, among the correla¬ 
tion on the variables of achievement on intelligence 
as obtained by the three paired groupings of the 
student s. 
f>. To formulate whatever implications for educational 
theory and practice that might be derived from the 
analysis of the data. 
6. To identify difference in achievement which appear to 
be functions of grouping, and/or instruction. 
Locale of study.—This study was conducted in Atlanta, Georgia 
at the '.'Jhitefoord Elementary School. This school offers a program in 
grades one through seven. It has an enrollment of 1,03U, 70k boys and 
680 girls. There are thirty teachers, a principal, an assistant prin¬ 
cipal, librarian, one custodian and a lunchroom staff comprised of four 
persons. There are two maids and one teacher for partial-sighted pupils. 
The school plant is an old structure formerly used by white pupils until 
four years ago when it was assigned to Negro pupils. 
Research procedures.—Research procedures for this study i\rere as 
follows : 
1. Permission to conduct this study was secured from the proper 
authorities. 
2. The Kuhlman-Anderson I. Q. Form D was administered. 
3. The Metropolitan Achievement Tests Form A and Form B 
were administered. 
U. The related literature pertinent to this study was 
surveyed. 
5. Interviews were held with students to establish a 
reciprocal relationship. 
U6 
6. New concepts were taught employing the modern techniques 
of teaching. 
7. The data derived was treated statistically. 
Description of subjects.—The subjects involved in this study 
consisted of one hundred and eleven fourth-grade pupils from 
the Whitefoord Elementary School. The students had a chrono¬ 
logical age range of 9-11 years. 
Description of Instruments.—The instruments used to gather 
data were: (a) The Metropolitan Achievement Test Form A, 
Elementary Battery; (b) Metropolitan Achievement Test Form 
B, and (c) the Kuhlman-Anderson I. Q. Test D. This test 
consisted of seven tests: Word Knowledge, Word Discrimina¬ 
tion, Reading, Language, Arithmetic Computation, and Arith¬ 
metic Problem Solving and Concepts. The Language Test is 
divided into Wo parts, Part A and Part B. 
Since the writer was concerned with mathematics, only the 
mathematics areas were used. The Arithmetic Test consisted 
of two parts, Arithmetic Computation and Arithmetic Problem 
Solving and Concepts. 
These tests are standardized and each item was selected for 
its diagnostic value in measuring achievement in the essential 
elements of mathematics. In addition, the test is to afford 
dependable data concerning the level of pupil achievement in 
arithmetic computation and arithmetic problem solving and 
concepts. It is designed to yield this information economically, 
efficiently and objectively. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Test Form B is in one part 
mathematics. 
The Kuhlman-Anderson Test D.— Experience has shown, however, 
that intelligence tests given in the primary grades are ex¬ 
tremely unreliable. The Kuhlman-Anderson Test, which is used 
at the fourth and sixth grades, tends to cut off extreme 
scores, because a median mental age is used in calculating 
the I. Q. Remembering, however, that an I. Q. or a Mental 
Age obtained from any group test is not precise. Either one 
may vary as conditions change. Tests measure only developed 
ability, in that what is being measured has to come through 
what the person has learned. 
There are eleven tests in Booklet D ranging from fifteen to 
twenty-four. 
Questionnaire and Interview.—The questionnaire was designed 
to obtain background data and reasons for problems in the 
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classroom. This was done to help the writer in establishing 
rapport with the students. 
These questionnaires and interviews were conducted in the 
classroom as the subjects were being taught. There was no 
certain group. Help was given to any child at the time 
when there was the need. Such questions as ,rWhat are your 
problems?1’ were used and the writer used her knowledge 
of the situation to ascertain whether the child was having 
difficulty with the subject matter. 
Collection of data.—The steps followed in the collection of data 
pertinent to this study were as follows: The last two weeks in August 
of 196U was used in securing permission from the proper authorities to 
conduct this study. During the first month of school, August through 
September, the Kuhlman-Anders on I. Q. Test was administered. The test 
was scored and the results were tabulated. The three groups were formed 
as a result of the findings. 
The Metropolitan Form A was administered, scored and tabulated 
following the modern mathematics teaching procedures and were utilized 
until April therein the Metropolitan Test Form B was administered, 
scored and tabulated and all tabulations were treated statistically. 
The last of April and the first part of May was devoted to organizing 
the data under proper captions and presented in appropriate tables, 
which in turn, were interpreted in the finished thesis copy. 
Summary of literature.—From the review of the related literature 
there seemed to be consensus among many authorities that: 
1. The majority of the first graders reviewed for one 
year material which they had already mastered. 
2. Needless repetition can lead to boredom and the 
development of a negative attitude toward mathematics. 
3. The present shift from a society which required many 
unskilled and semi-skilled types of jobs to a techno¬ 
logical one which require a great number of trained 
scientists and technicians. 
U. Drill should not be dropped but new and better ways 
should be chosen. 
Summary of Statistical Findings 
Prefatory Statement.—The following findings are taken directly 
from the interpreted data collected and aialyzed throughout the study 
as presented in Chapter II and are portrayed in summary tables 1, 2, 
3, U, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 
Achievement Level Data (Initial) 
Tables 1-2 
Achievement levels on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form A) 
(Mathematics) for the one hundred and eleven fourth grade students at 
Whitefoord Elementary School, 196U-1963 show the following measures. 
For the superior group, the scores ranged from a low of 3.0 to a high 
of 3*3. The means was U.Uj with a standard deviation of 1.11 and a 
standard deviation of the error of the means of 0.19. 
For the average group the scores ranged from a low of 2.3 to a 
high of 1*.3. The mean was 3.28, a standard deviation of 0.88 and a 
standard error of the mean of 0.13. 
For the lower group, the scores ranged from a low of 1.3 to a 
high of H.3. The mean was 3.0, a standard deviation of 3*09 with a 
standard error of 0.83. 
From Table 2, we obtained the significant differences of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form A) for the three groups taken in 
pairs. For the two groups, superior and average, the difference of 
the means was 1.1 and the standard error of the means was 0.02U with a 
"t" of U.7, which was significant for it was greater than 2.38 at the 
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one (0.01) per cent level of confidence and at 73 degrees of freedom. 
For the superior and lower groups, the difference of the means 
was l.U and the standard error of the means was O.87 with a "t" of 1.6 
which was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the one (0.01) 
per cent level of confidence and at 73 degrees of freedom. 
For the average and lower groups, the difference in the means was 
0.86, a standard error of the means of 2.3 with a "t" of 0.32. This "t" 
was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the one (0.01) per cent 
level of confidence and 70 degrees of freedom. 
Achievement Level Data (Final) 
Tables 3-U 
Achievement levels on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form B) 
(Mathematics for the one hundred and eleven fourth grade pupils at the 
Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 196U-1965 show the 
following measures. For the superior group the scores ranged from a 
low of 3.5 to a high of 6.5. The means was 5*135, a standard deviation 
of 1.20 and a standard error of the means of 0.20. 
For the average group the scores ranged from a low of 2.0 to a 
high of 6.5. The mean was U.060, a standard deviation of 2.1 and a 
standard error of the means of 0.35* 
For the lower group the scores ranged from a low of 2.0 to a high 
of 5.5* The mean was 3.85, with a standard deviation of 2.0 and a 
standard error of the mean of 3.3. 
From Table 1; we obtained the significant difference on the Metro¬ 
politan Achievement Test (Form B) for the three groups taken in pairs. 
For the superior and average groups the difference of the means was 1.03 
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and the standard error of the means was O.llj.03 with a "t" of 2.U8. This 
"t" was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the one (0.01) per 
cent level of confidence and at 73 degrees of freedom. 
For the superior and lower groups the difference of the means was 
1.39 and the standard error of the means was 0.372 with a "t" of 3*li* 
This "t" was significant because it was greater than 2.58 at the one 
(0.01) per cent level of confidence and at 73 degrees of freedom. 
For the average and lower groups the difference of the means was 
0.21 and the standard error of the means was 0.1;7> with a "t" of 0.53* 
This "t" was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the one (0.01) 
per cent level of confidence at 70 degrees of freedom. 
"r's" For Intelligence and Achievement (Initial) 
Table 5 
Correlations of the paired variables of the Kuhlman-Anderson 
Intelligence Test and the Metropolitan Test Form A for the three ability 
groups of fourth-grade pupils of the Whitefoord Elementary School, Atlanta, 
Georgia, I96I1-I965. For the superior group the correlation between the 
"r's" was 0.71. The criterion for the "r's" was 0.2U3* which implies 
that the "r" was significant since it was greater than the criterion. 
For the average group the correlation between the "r's" for 
intelligence and achievement was 0.71- This "r" was significant because 
it was greater than the criterion for "r" of 0.2U3. 
For the lower group, the correlation between the "r's" for intelli¬ 
gence and achievement was 0.07. This "r" was not significant because 
it was less than the criterion of 0.2U3» 
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"r's" For Intelligence and Achievement (Final) 
Table 6 
Correlations of the paired variables of the Kuhlman-Anderson 
Intelligence Test and Metropolitan Test Form B for the three ability 
groups of fourth-grade pupils of the Whitefoord Elementary School, 
Atlanta, Georgia, I96I4.-I965. The superior group showed correlations 
between the "r's" of 0.21. This "r" was not significant for it was 
less than the criterion of 0.21*3» 
For the average group, the correlation between the "r's" for in¬ 
telligence and achievement was 0.1|,5. This "r" was significant for it 
was greater than the criterion of 0.21*3» 
For the lower group, the correlation between the "r's" for in¬ 
telligence and achievement was 0.1*7» This "r" was significant for it 
was greater than the criterion of 0.21*3» 
"r's" For Achievement (Initial and Final) 
Table 7 
Correlations for the paired variables of Form A and B of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test for the three ability groups. For the 
superior group, the correlation between the "r's" for the intelligence 
measured at the beginning and the end of the period of 0.81. This "r" 
was significant for it was greater than the criterion of "r" which was 
0.21*3» 
For the average group the correlation between the "r's" for in¬ 
telligence measured at the beginning and the end of the period was 0.37» 
This "r" was significant for it was greater than the criterion of 0.21*3» 
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Correlation of the Two z's for the Initial and 
Final Achievements 
Table 8 
The correlation of the z's for the superior group and the average 
group on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form A) and the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test (Form B) showed converted z's of 1.13 and 0.39, respect¬ 
ively. The difference of the z's was 0.7U with a standard difference 
of 0.076, and a "t" of 9.7U which was significant. 
The z's for the superior group and the lower group were 1.13 and 
0.73, respectively. The difference of the z's was O.lj.0, the standard 
error of the difference was 0.02U3, and the "t" was 16.U6 which was 
significant. 
The z's for the average and lower groups were 0.39 and 0.73, 
respectively. The difference of the z's was 0.3k, the standard error 
of the means was 0.02U3, and the "t" was 13.8 which was significant. 
Summary of Data Derived From the Results on the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form B) 
Table 9 
For the superior and average groups, the difference of the means 
was 1.1, the standard error of the means was 0.02U, the "t" was I4..7 and 
this "t" was significant. 
For the superior and lower groups, the difference of the means 
was l.li, the standard error of the means was O.87, and the "t" was 1.6. 
This "t" was significant. 
For the average and lower groups, the difference of the means was 
0.86, the standard error of the means was 0.28 and the "t" was 0.32. 
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This "t" was not significant. 
A. Significant Differences 
1. There were found to be no significant differences 
in the ages of the three groups. 
2. There were found to be some significant differences 
of the scores made on the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence 
Test by the one hundred and eleven fourth grade pupils 
used in this study. 
3. On the Initial Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form A), 
there were found to be some significant differences 
in the scores made by the three groups. 
U. On the Final Metropolitan Achievement Test (Form B), 
there were found to be a similar significant differ¬ 
ence in the scores made by the three groups as com¬ 
pared to the differences of the scores made on the 
initial Metropolitan Achievement Test. 
B. Significant Correlations 
1. Between the Intelligence Quotients and Initial 
Achievement Scores for the superior group, the 
r was significant in terms of the criterion of 
0.2U3. 
2. Between Intelligence and Initial Achievements 
scores of the average group, the r was significant 
in terms of the criterion of 0.2U3» 
3. Between Intelligence and Initial Achievement scores 
of the lower group, the r was not significant in 
terms of the criterion of 0.2U3* 
1;. Between Intelligence and Final Achievement for 
the superior group, the r was not significant. 
5. Between Intelligence and Final Achievement for 
the average group, the r was significant. 
6. Between Intelligence and Final Achievement of 
the loxrer group, the r was significant for it was 
greater than the criterion of O.2I4.3. 
7. Between the Initial and Final Achievement, the 
r's were all significant for all three groups. 
Each r was greater than the criterion of 0.2U3. 
C. Significant Correlations of the r's 
1. Between initial anf final achievements for the 
superior and average groups, the "t" of 9.7U 
was significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence. 
2. Between initial and final achievements for 
the superior and lower groups, the "t" of 
I6.I4.6 was significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence. 
3. Between the initial and final achievements for 
the average and lower groups, the "t" of 13.8 
was significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence. 
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretations of the data in this 
study would appear to warrant the conclusions which follow: 
1. The data would appear to warrant the conclusion 
that the fourth grade pupils at the Whitefoord 
Elementary School were matched equally on their 
chronological ages. 
2. The students were experiencing approximately the same 
mental development during the period, for there was 
found to be no significant difference in the correla¬ 
tions of their achievement at the beginning and the 
end of the period on the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Forms A and B. 
3. The students were placed on three levels with reference 
to their intelligence as obtained from the Kuhlman- 
Anderson Intelligence Test. 
U. The data would seem to warrant the conclusion that there 
was some significant correlation between the Intelligence 
and achievement for the superior and average groups, but 
not for the lower group at the beginning of the period. 
3. The data would seem to warrant the conclusion that there 
was a significant relation between intelligence and 
achievement of the three paired groups at the end of 
the period. 
6. The data seem to warrant the conclusion that there was 
a significant relationship between the Initial and 
Final Achievement for the three paired groups. 
7. The data seems to warrant the conclusion that the re¬ 
lations between the Initial and Final Achievement 
are reliable since the "t's" for the "r's", which 
were converted to "z" functions, were all significant. 
8. The findings would appear to warrant the conclusion 
that the null-hypothesis set forth has been validated, 
namely, that there is no significant difference in the 
superiority in the acquisition of knowledge in mathe¬ 
matics when such knowledge is taught by modern or 
standard means. 
Implications.—The analysis and interpretations of the data would 
appear to warrant the following implications: 
1. The use of the modern mathematics technique has some 
but little statistically significant effect in the 
acquisition of knowledge for the three groups as com¬ 
pared to their acquisition under the old program. 
2. The differences in I. Q. and Achievement do not 
necessarily imply that there will be a great difference 
in attainment of mathematics under the modern program. 
3. The success with which this experimental study was 
carried to completion is a fine testimonial to the 
professional interest and cooperativeness of the 
superintendent, principal, teachers, as well as the 
cooperation, interest and enthusiasm of the one hundred 
and eleven fourth grade pupils at Whitefoord Elementary 
School. 
U. The use in more than one method may not aid significantly 
in the learning of mathematics. 
Recommendations.—As corollaries derived from the findings, con¬ 
clusions and implications of this study, the recommendations to follow 
are made. It is recommended that: 
1. Despite the fact that this study did not reveal significant 
differences in mathematical achievement, studies should be 
conducted to ascertain whether newer and better ways of 
teaching mathematics utilizing different designs, variables 
and/or factors of teacher effectiveness in effort to con¬ 
tinually ferret out effects of teaching behaviors (methods) 
on achievement and other objectives of teaching. 
2. Despite the fact that this study did not deal with the 
textbooks and/or other materials of instruction, there is 
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tangential evidence that there may be a relation between 
achievement, and intelligence, and the textual and other 
infonaational or cognitive materials utilized. Hence, 
it is recommended that a study or studies be conducted 
which is designed to ascertain whether textual and other 
instructional materials and related aids will or will 
not affect learning in mathematics at the elementary 
school level. 
3. Teachers utilize many methods in the teaching of mathe¬ 
matics at the elementary school level, and exhaust every 
possible method and/or technique in an effort to make 
learning more permanent, and mathematics more meaningful. 
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SELECTION OF BOOKLETS 
The booklet to be used in testing any particular group of pupils is deter¬ 
mined by the expected average mental level of the group. If not enough is 
known about the probable average mental level, it should be assumed that the 
average mental age is about the same as the average chronological age of the 
group. Battery K is recommended for use in the latter months of kindergarten ; 
battery A is usually best suited to the early months of grade 1 ; battery B, early 
in grade 2, etc. (In the latter months of grade 1, battery B is usually to be pre¬ 
ferred; in the latter months of grade 2, battery C, etc.). See the Complete 
Manual, or the Handbook, for a fuller treatment of test selection. 
Copyright 1927, 1940 and 1942, F. Kuhlmann and Rose G. Anderson. 
Copyright 1952. Personnel Press, Inc. 
Printed in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved. 
GENERAL RULES FOR AN EXAMINATION 
(Booklets C through H) 
The Examiner must be thoroughly familiar with the general procedure and 
specific directions for each test. Instructions to be given to the pupils in the 
examination should always be read to them—never given from memory. Direc¬ 
tions given from memory invariably become inaccurate in some detail or other. 
The examiner should, however, be so familiar with the instructions that it is only 
necessary to glance at them in giving them and so that it is possible always to 
give the major attention to the group. Read considerably slower than ordinary 
conversation, but in as conversational a manner as possible. Be sure to speak 
loudly enough for all, and give special attention to distinct enunciation. Follow 
rigidly the time allowances in the tests. Use a stop watch. 
In the upper grades, when tests are given to large groups in assembly rooms, 
two or three assistants are needed. They should be carefully instructed before¬ 
hand. They should be stationed in the rear of the room to keep students supplied 
with sharpened pencils, and to assist in preventing various kinds of distractions 
that may occur. Assistants should limit their activities strictly to these matters, 
and under no circumstances should they give explanations or directions to a 
pupil in addition to what the examiner tells to all, nor at a time when the exam¬ 
iner is giving instructions. Assistants should move about quietly and no more 
than necessary. They should not speak aloud to any pupil, and not at all to 
the examiner. 
The examiner should bear in mind that the conduct of the preliminaries 
may affect materially the pupil’s response to the test. Following the instructions 
in filling out the cover should be regarded as a fore-exercise in listening and 
following directions exactly. These instructions should therefore be given as 
carefully as the test itself. 
The time to be allowed for each trial, or for the test as a whole, after the’ 
examples are finished is always given at the top of the page and also in paren¬ 
theses in its logical place in the instructions. Symbols are used for expressing 
minutes and seconds: e.g., 3 minutes (3') ; 15 seconds (15"). 
PRELIMINARY REMARKS TO THE PUPILS 
Do not let anyone else make any preliminary announcements about the 
tests. First see that all desks are cleared, and that each student has a sharp¬ 
ened pencil. Then say, 
“I am going to have you do some things to see how well you can do 
them. The idea of this work is to see how well you can listen to directions, 
and follow them just as I give them. Be sure to listen carefully each time 
when I tell you what to do, for I can tell you each thing only once.” 
‘‘I am going to give each of you one of these books.” Show books to 
class. ‘‘Leave it closed until I tell you what to do.” Distribute books face 
up, having teacher or students assist. 
‘‘Look at the cover of your book. Write your name as plainly as you 
can on the line after ‘name’.” 
“On the next line after ‘Grade’ write:” Examiner announces the 
grade. 
“At the end of that same line write an X (illustrate on the board) 
after the word that tells whether you are a boy or a girl. ’ ’ 
“On the next line after ‘Teacher’ write:” Examiner announces the 
name, writing it on the board at the same time. 
“On the line after ‘School’ write the following:” Examiner give the 
name of the school and writes it on the board. “On the same line after 
‘City’ write:” Examiner gives the name to be entered. 
“On the line after ‘Date tested’ write the following:” Examiner an¬ 
nounces the year, month and day of the examination, writing it on the board 
at the same time. 
“On the line after ‘Date of birth’ write the month in which your birth¬ 
day comes, and the day of the month on which it comes. Omit the year.” 
Illustrate on the board with August 15, December 9. 
5 
“On the next line after ‘Age’ write the number that tells how old you 
are. Write the age you are today even though you are to have a birthday 
very soon. Omit the months and days.” Examiner fills in these age data 
after verifying the records. The blanks in the box are to be filled in by the 
examiner and the scorer. 
“On each page I will do one or two examples with you to show you 
what to do. Then you will do as many as you can in the time that I give 
you. You will not be able to finish some pages.” 
‘ ‘ Do each thing as you think it should be done and pay no attention to 
what anyone else is doing.” 
“If you finish any page, place your hand over it, like this (illustrate by 
holding up a book and covering page with the palm of your hand) until I 
tell you to turn to the next page.” (Speak individually to any pupil who 
needs further emphasis on this point.) 
‘ ‘ When I say ‘ Pencils up, ’ have your pencil in your hand with your el¬ 
bow on the desk like this.” (Illustrate.) 
“Do not turn a page or begin until I tell you to, and stop at once when 
I say ‘Pencils up.’ Do not turn back to any page.” 
“Now open your book. Pencils up.” Proceed with the first test 
immediately. 
6 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
THE TESTS 
Note: Before turning to Test 15, have the first row of figures drawn on the 
board or a sheet of paper, 6 to 8 inches high. Beneath these, draw 






Test No. 15 
Time: Allow 90 seconds for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 15 
(First test for Booklet D) 
“Look at the figures in the top row on this page. They are just like 
this, aren’t they?” Point to the top row on board. “Write the number ‘1’ 
on this one, the first figure in your book.” Point to it on board and write 1 
on the figure, doing the same with 2, 3, 4, 5, as you proceed. “Write ‘2’ on 
the next one, ‘3’ on the next one, ‘4’ on the next one, and ‘5’ on the next 
one.” 
“Now all pencils up.” Leave figures on the board and point to the 
square in the second row on the board. “Look at your book and see what 
number you have on this one.” Point to it on the board. “What num¬ 
ber?”—Pause.—“Three, that’s right.” Write it on the figure. Proceed 
in the same way for each of the others. 
“Now leave your pencils up until I say ‘Go.’ When I say ‘Go,’ begin 
with this first figure and take one figure after the other and one row after 
the other, and see how many figures you can put the right number on until 
I tell you to stop. Go.” (90") “Pencils up. Turn to next page.” 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
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Test No. 16 
Time: Allow 20 seconds for each trial. 
TEST 16 
‘ ‘ On this page you see some squares and circles. I am going to tell you 
to do something with these squares and circles. Sometimes I will tell you to 
make a dot and then I mean just a plain pencil dot.” Make one on board 
each time. ‘‘Sometimes I will say, ‘Make a cross’ and then I mean one like 
this.” Draw an X on the board. ‘‘Listen carefully and see if you can do 
it just right. Don’t do anything until I say ‘Go.’ ” 
Trial 1. “Keep your pencils up until I say ‘Go.’ When I say ‘Go,’ 
make a dot in the biggest square and a cross in the first circle. Wait, I will 
tell you again.” Repeat the directions. “Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 2. ‘ ‘ Listen again. When I say ‘ Go, ’ make a line under the first 
square and a dot under the smallest circle.” Repeat. “Go.” (20") 
“Pencils up.” 
Trial 3. “Listen. Make a cross in the second square and a line above 
the last circle.” Repeat. “Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 4. “Now I’m going to tell you only once. Listen. When I say 
‘Go,’ draw a line from the last square to the middle circle. Go.” (20") 
“Pencils up.” 
Trial 5. “Again. Draw a line from the biggest square to the smallest 
circle. Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 6. “Again. Make a dot above the biggest circle and a dot under 
the last square. Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 7. “Make a line in the fifth square and a dot in the fourth circle. 
Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 8. ‘ ‘ Draw a line from the upper right corner of the first square 
to the middle of the next to largest circle. Go.” (20") “Pencils up. 
Turn to next page. ’ ’ 
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Test No. 17 
Time: Allow 20 seconds for each trial. 
TEST 17 
EXAMPLE: “Look at the top row of blocks. The first is a square. 
After it are five other blocks. Now among these five are two which would 
make a square like the first one, if we could put them together. Can you 
find those two? They look like this.” Draw the two about a foot apart on 
the board. “If we could put these two together they would just make the 
square. Now make a dot in these two in your book to show they are the 
right two.” Illustrate by putting dots in two on board. “Pencils up.” 
Trial 1. “Now look at the next row beginning with the circle. Find 
the two pieces in this row with the circle which could be put together to 
make a circle. Put a dot in the two that could make a circle. Go.” (20") 
“Pencils up.” 
Trial 2. “Now look at the first one in the next row. Find the two in 
the rest of the row which would make the first one. Put a dot in each one 
of them when you find them. Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trial 3. “Now look at the first one in the next row. Put a dot in the 
two in this row that would make the first one. Go.” (20") “Pencils up.” 
Trials 4-6. Proceed exactly as in 3. 














Time: Allow 3 minutes for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 18 
EXAMPLES: “At the top of this page are some letters of a word all 
mixed up. The letters Y-B-0 do not spell a word.” As this is said, write 
these letters on the board. “But they can be changed around so they spell 
B-O-Y. What’s the word?”—Pause.—“ ‘Boy.’ Then write or print ‘Boy’ 
on the line after these letters.” Write word on board as this is said. 
‘ ‘ In the next line, E-M-T-I do not spell a word, but we can change these 
letters around so they will spell T-I-M-E. What’s the word?”—Pause.— 
“ ‘Time.’ Write or print ‘Time’ on the line after these letters.” Write on 
board as before. 
“Pencils up. Now below these are ten other sets of letters. After each 
set of letters, write the word which you can make out of them by changing 
the letters around as we did for these first two. If some look easier, do 





(A) 16 2       
(B) 8 172.      
5 3 6     (1) 
9 1 5   (2) 
5 3 2   (3) 
4 1 6 (4) 
2 17 9      (5) 
9 3 6 2      (6) 
4 2 15    (7) 
1 6 3 2        (8) 
7 9 1 8 2   (9) 
8 3 5 6 2    (10) 
4 2 5 1 3 4  (11) 
5 2 4 1 3 7 9    (12) 
Test No. 19 
Time: Allow 2 minutes for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 19 
EXAMPLES: “At the top of this page are the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
so on. Under each number is a letter. The letter A is under 1, E is under 2, 
U is under 3, and so on. Look at the examples. The first one is ‘ 1-6-2. ’ Be 
sure to find the ‘1-6-2.’ ’’ Pause long enough for them to find it. “Now 
these numbers ‘1-6-2’ stand for a word. We will find the word and write it 
on the line after the numbers. The first letter in the word is the letter under 
1, at the top of the page. So the first letter is?”—Pause.—“ ‘A’. Write 
‘A’ on the line after these numbers ‘1-6-2.’ The second letter in the word 
is the letter under ‘6,’ so the second letter is?”—Pause.—“ ‘G.’ Then write 
G’ after the ‘A.’ The third letter is the letter under ‘2,’ so the third letter 
is?”—Pause.—“ ‘E.’ Then write ‘E’ after the ‘G.’ So the numbers ‘1-6-2’ 
stand for the word ‘Age.’ ” 
‘1 Look along in the next line and you will come to the numbers ‘ 8-1-7-2. ’ 
There are four letters in this word. The first letter in the word is?”—Pause. 
—“‘F,’because‘F’is under‘8.’ Write ‘F’ on the line. The second letter 
is?”—Pause.—“ ‘A,’ because ‘A’ is under ‘1.’ Write ‘A’ after the ‘F.’ 
The third letter is?”—Pause.—“ ‘C.’ Write ‘C.’ And the last letter is?” 
—Pause.—“ ‘E.’ Write ‘E.’ So the numbers ‘8-1-7-2’ stand for the word 
‘Face.’ ” 
“Pencils up. Now each one of these other sets of numbers below stands 
for a word. Write the word for each set of numbers on the line after the 
numbers. Go.” (2') “Pencils up. Turn to next page.” 
Note: Examples for Test 20 should be drawn on the board before turning 
to the next page. 
Test No. 20 
Time: Allow 3 minutes for entire test after example is finished. 
TEST 20 
EXAMPLE: Have the first two figures drawn on the hoard before turn¬ 
ing to this test. 
“On this page are eleven pairs of figures. The first two are squares. The 
second square is not like the first one. We want to make it like the first one, so 
we will draw these two lines in the second square to make it like the first one. 
Everybody do this.” Draw lines in square on board. 
“Now all pencils up. This is what I want you to do with these other pairs 
of figures. You see you always have two together. In each pair, finish the 
second one and make it just like the first one. Notice that you have ten pairs 
left to do. Finish all these first.” Point in Manual to first five pairs. “Then 
begin up here (point to sixth pair) and do these. Go.” (3') “Pencils up. 
Turn to next page.” 
EXAMPLES: 
bread meat eggs plate cheese 
bush stone tree flower grass 
1. top rattle doll sled playing 
2. book marbles pencil map slate 
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl 
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading 
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries 
6. mother cousin brother aunt friend 
7. town house village hamlet city 
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle 
9. you we and I he 
10. free happy glad joyous pleased 
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle airplane 
12. general ensign major colonel captain 
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous 
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger 
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash 
Test No. 21 
Time: Allow 2 minutes for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 21 
(Last test for Booklet C) 
EXAMPLES: “Look at the first example at the top of this page. The 
words are : bread, meat, eggs, plate, and cheese. In this list is one thing that 
does not belong with the other things in the list. Do you see which one it is?” 
—Pause.—“Yes, ‘plate,’ because bread, meat, eggs, and cheese are all food, but 
a plate is not. You see there is a line under ‘plate’ to show that it is the one 
which does not belong with the others.” 
“Now read the next list : bush, stone, tree, flower, and grass. Which is the 
wrong one here?”—Pause.—“ ‘Stone,’ because bush, tree, flower, and grass can 
all grow, but a stone cannot. Draw a line under stone to show it is the one that 
does not belong with these others.” 
“Pencils up. Below these examples are fifteen other lists like these. In 
each list, find the one that does not belong with the others in the list and draw 
a line under it. Go.” (2') “Pencils up. Turn to next page.” 
EXAMPLES: 
table box furniture bed cloth wood 
apple cherry seed grow fruit leaf 
1. silk red pretty dress fashion cloth 
2. salmon meat water swim fish food 
3. sheep flock animal meat woolly butchered 
4. diamond precious value sparkles jewel ring 
5. hammer carpenter nail tool useful iron 
6. lettuce vegetable green leaves healthful garden 
7. man boy strong fights muscle person 
8. gun shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound 
9. carpentry tools trade man wages house 
10. gold bright valuable mineral ring money 
11. wagon vehicle brake wood ride carriage 
12. baseball practice diamond healthful team sport 
13. bee wax birds honey insect stings 
14. mustard burns spice powder strong flavor 
15. honesty excellence best virtue right desirable 
Test No. 22 
Time: Allow 2 minutes for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 22 
(First test for Booklet F) 
EXAMPLES: “Look at the examples. The first word is ‘table.’ After 
table is a list of other words, and one of these words tells what kind of a 
thing a table is. What is a table?”—Pause.—“Yes, a table is furniture. So 
there is a line under ‘furniture,’ because it is the word that tells what kind of 
a thing a table is.” 
“Look at the next example. The first word is ‘apple.’ What word in the 
list after ‘apple’ tells what kind of thing an apple is?”—Pause.—“Yes, an 
apple is fruit. Then draw a line under ‘fruit.’ ” 
“Pencils up. Look at each list. Find the word in the rest of the list which 
tells what kind of a thing the first word in the list is, and draw a line under it. 
Go.” (2') “Pencils up. Turn to next page.” 
EXAMPLES: 
early slow wrong light big right 
free good old heavy bad fast 
1. old rich wide poor green full 
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow 
3. brown open full dark sorry empty 
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry 
5. soon above when even below back 
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work 
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate 
8. never where while still quickly always 
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study 
10. string line straight turn old crooked 
11. health cheerful weight gloomy sleepy food 
12. polite pupil behavior book rude funny 
13. tennis easy punish lesson nice reward 
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number 
15. false broken ancient valuable price modern 
Tesl No. 23 
Time: Allow 90 seconds for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 23 
EXAMPLES : “Look at the examples at the top of the page. The first 
words are: ‘early, slow, wrong, light, big, right.’ Among these words are 
two words which are just the opposite of each other. Do you see which 
two?”—Pause.—“Yes, ‘right’ and ‘wrong;’ if something isn’t right it’s 
wrong, so ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are opposites. You see there is a line under 
‘right’ and a line under ‘wrong’ to show that they are the two opposites.” 
“Look at the next list of words: ‘free, good, old, heavy, bad, fast.’ 
Who can tell me the two opposites in this list?”—Pause.—“Yes, ‘good’ and 
‘bad.’ Then draw a line under ‘good’ and a line under ‘bad’ to show they 
are the two opposites.” 
“Pencils up. Now below are some other lists. In each list are two 
words which are opposites. Find the two opposites in each list and draw 
lines under them as we did in the example. Go.” (90") “Pencils up. 










1. mean 16. reef 31. lean 
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen 
3. road 18. luna 33. scab 
4. lace 19. amen 34. slot 
5. dare 20. star 35. fear 
6. reds 21. stir 36. mere 
7. open 22. nets 37. done 
8. arms 23. rags 38. true 
9. lets 24. lamb 39. odes 
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn 
11. odor 26. made 41. mope 
12. east 27. need 42. node 
13. beak 28. stew 43. rash 
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar 
15. read 30. alas 45. test 
Test No. 24 
Time: Allow 3 minutes for entire test after examples are finished. 
TEST 24 
(Last test for Booklet D) 
EXAMPLES: “Look at the top of this page. At the top is the word 
detrimental.’ Under ‘detrimental’ are six short words. Some of these words 
can be made out of the letters in ‘detrimental’ and some cannot. We are going 
to draw a line through each word which CANNOT be made out of the letters 
in ‘detrimental.’ Look at the first word, ‘deem.’ Can it be made out of the 
letters in ‘detrimental?’ Yes. Since ‘E’ appears twice in ‘detrimental,’ it can 
be used twice.” 
“Look at the second word, ‘nine.’ Can it be made from the letters in the 
top word? No. Because there is only one ‘N’ in the top word and there are 
two ‘N’s’ in ‘nine.’ Draw a line through ‘nine’ to show it is wrong.” 
“Look at number 3, ‘lard.’ Is it correct? Yes. Number 4, ‘limb?’ Is that 
right? No, there is no ‘B’ above. Draw a line through ‘limb.’ Number 5, 
‘trip?’ Is that right? No, because there is no ‘P.’ Draw a line through ‘trip.’ 
Nlimber 6, ‘arid?’ Right.” 
“Pencils up. Just below is the word ‘demonstrable’ and under it a list of 
words. Begin with number 1 and look at one word after the other. Draw a 
line through each word which CANNOT be made out of letters in the word 
‘demonstrable.’ Remember that a letter can be used twice only if it appears 
twice in ‘demonstrable.’ Go.” (3’) “Pencils up. Turn to next page.” 
TO SCORE THE TESTS 
The General Procedure. Each of the ten pages in the test booklet is scored 
by counting the number of correct responses and obtaining a mental age (M.A.) 
equivalent for that number. After mental age equivalents have been obtained 
for all the ten test pages, the median mental age for the booklet is computed. 
This median mental age is then divided by the pupil’s chronological age (C.A.) 
to obtained his intelligence quotient (I.Q.). 
Accuracy in scoring tests and in computing results must be stressed at all 
times. To insure accuracy, ail tests should be scored twice (preferably by two 
scorers), and the computations of C.A., M.A., and I.Q. should be double-checked. 
The Materials for Scoring. Scoring the test pages requires use of the scor¬ 
ing key folder, the test summary page inside the front cover of the pupil’s test 
booklet, and the test pages themselves. 
To Score the Test Pages. Be sure that the key folder and the test booklet 
to be scored have the same letter designation. The scoring of each test page is 
accomplished in three steps : 
1. Open the scoring key folder to the first key and place it beside the 
pupil’s first test page. Compare the pupil’s responses with those given on the 
key, and make a clear (preferably colored) mark on the test page by each correct 
response the pupil has made. 
AH correct responses should be marked by the scorer, even when this requires 
many consecutive marks. A response indicated by the pupil in a manner different 
from that requested by the examiner (such as a line or a cross instead of a dot) 
should be counted correct. So, also, a misplaced response (such as a mark under 
instead of on a particular figure) should be counted correct if it clearly designates 
the proper figure. A response is counted as wrong if a wrong part is marked in 
addition to the right part, unless there is evidence that the child has tried to correct 
his error by crossing it out or partially erasing it. Exceptions to these rules and 
other necessary details are given in the scoring key folders. 
2. Count the number of correct responses on the test page and write this 
number in the upper right corner of the test page. 
3. In the table of mental age equivalents opposite the key page in the scor¬ 
ing key folder, find the mental age equivalent for the number of correct re¬ 
sponses noted on the test page. Write this mental age (years and months) in 
the upper right corner of the pupil’s test page under the number of items 
correct. 
To Summarize the Test Page Results. The scores should be transferred to 
the inside front cover of the test booklet. This involves two steps. The first step 
is essential to determine the median mental age. The second step is essential to 
the use of the profile graph. Both steps are recommended for the fullest use of 
the test results. In case only the median mental age is desired step two may be 
omitted. For each test page in the test booklet: 
1. Locate in the columns at the top of the summary page the mental age 
that is written in the upper right-hand corner of the test page. Draw a line 
after this mental age. (If the same mental age equivalent is obtained on two or 
more test pages, draw an additional line or lines at slightly different angles.) 
Each zero score should be indicated by a line in the space provided below the 
lowest mental age in the mental age columns. 
2. Record the number of trials correct on each test in the box under the 
profile graph which has the same number as the test page. 
To Find the Median Mental Age. The mental age used in computing the 
pupil’s I.Q. is the median mental age, based on all ten mental age equivalents 
obtained on the tests of a booklet. It is the mental age half-way between the 
fifth and sixth mental age equivalents obtained. 
1. Begin at the top of the left hand column on the booklet cover and count 
through the successive mental age columns until the fifth lowest mental age, after 
which a line is drawn, is reached. Draw a small circle around it. Include any 
lines indicating zero scores in counting to the fifth lowest mental age. Now con¬ 
tinue until the sixth penciled mark is reached. Draw a circle around the corre¬ 
sponding mental age. The median mental age is half-way between the two 
mental ages which have circles around them. To find this median: subtract the 
lower of the two mental ages from the higher ; add half of this difference to the 
lower mental age. E.g. fifth and sixth M.A.’s are 10-4 and 10-10. Half of the 
difference (6-i-2 = 3) added to 10-4 = 10-7. When this median mental age re¬ 
sults in a half month, credit the student with the next full month (e.g., 10-7^ = 
10-8). This median should always he computed. 
If the same mental age equivalent has been obtained on two or three test pages 
(as indicated by the lines beside it), that mental age equivalent should he counted 
twice (or three times) in counting to the fifth and sixth mental ages. In this case 
the fifth and sixth may be at the same mental age equivalent. That mental age 
equivalent is then the Median Mental Age. Instances of this kind are relatively 
infreqeunt. 
2. When the Median Mental Age has been computed, write it on the line 
designated “Median M.A.” at the foot of the summary page. 
To Compute the I.Q. The intelligence quotient is obtained by dividing 
the pupil’s Median Mental Age (in months) by his chronological age (in 
months). Sixteen days or more are counted as a whole month. 
1. The pupil’s chronological age at the time he took the test is determined 
by subtracting the birth date from the test date on the front cover of the test 
booklet. Always compute the pupil’s exact age in years and months. This is 
most important because a small error will affect the pupil’s intelligence quotient. 
Example : 
Year Month Day 
Date of testing 1952 4 17 
Date of birth 1940 2 1 
12 2 16 
Chronological age (C.A.) = 12-3 
2. "Write the C.A. and the M.A. on the first two lines designated “Test 
Results” on the front cover of the test booklet. 
3. Compute total months for both M.A. and C.A. (i.e., 10 years and four 
months = 124 months).1 
4. Divide Mental Age by Chronological Age (both expressed in total 
months) to obtain the pupil’s I.Q.1 For all persons of chronological age 15 years 
and 6 months or over, divide M.A. hy 15-6 (186 months). 
5. Write the I.Q. on the third line designated ‘‘Test Results” on the front 
cover of the test booklet and initial the line marked ‘‘Scored by.” 
To Complete the Profile Graph. In the profile of trials passed, make a 
heavy dot showing the number of correct responses on each test page. (This is 
the number that will have been written in the box under the graph.) Connect 
the ten dots with a continuous line to complete the profile. 
The profile graph serves several useful purposes. It shows by inspection 
whether the booklet used is appropriate for the group and for the individual 
pupil. If the booklet used is appropriate for the group as a whole, the majority 
of the group will have a minimum of zero or maximum scores. Those pupils who 
are appreciably below or above the average ability level of the group will receive 
some zero and maximum scores, respectively. In case of more than two zero or 
maximum scores, the indication is that the use of the next lower or the next 
higher booklet, respectively, would contribute a more accurate mental age. (See 
the Master Manual or the Handbook, Part III, for discussion of profile and sug¬ 
gested follow-up testing for more refined measurement.) 
Record of the Test Results. A complete and convenient test record for each 
pupil may be obtained by filing the front cover of his test booklet which con¬ 
tained all the necessary identifying data on the one side and the test-by-test 
record of results on the other side. A Class Record Sheet is also supplied. 




Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
TO THE PUPIL 
The tests in this booklet are to help you and 
your teacher find out how well you are doing 
your school work. In each test some of the ques¬ 
tions are very easy and some are hard. Very 
My name 
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. Copyright © 1958 by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York All rights reserved. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
TEST 1 Word Knowledge 
Each of the sentences below can be completed by one of the four 
choices given. Read the beginning part of each sentence. Look 
carefully at the underlined word in heavy black letters. Then 
choose the word which completes the sentence best. Make a cross 
in the box in front of the word you have chosen, like this g]. Study 
the sample below and notice how it has been marked. 
SAMPLE A doll is a  □ fairy 
1 A woodpecker is [ an insect 
2 Sugar is  sweet 
3 A husband is a  woman 
4 A fawn is a young  elephant 
s A squeak is a  noise 
6 To trade is to  exclaim 
7 When two streets meet they .... curve 
s To harm means to  help 
ç A smokestack is a tall  building 
ic Maple is a kind of  tree 
11 Trout is a kind of  spear 
12 To order is to  check 
13 A label is a  tag 
H A balcony is part of  a building 
is A hundred years is a  score 
16 A stage is a  ! costume 
17 Secret means  hidden 
is A rifle is a type of  game 
19 A torch is a  scorch 
20 A committee is a  statement 
21 Things that are separate are... . alike 
22 Weary means  fallen 
toy □ Pupil face 
a bird a tree a fish 
□ salty sour bitter 
□ boy □ girl man 
□ dog deer ] lion 
mouse horn door 
expect explain exchange 
rise □ join narrow 
hate hide hurt 
chimney screen statue 
bird pancake □ honey 
tree fish bird 
command open offer 
□ Job worker boat 
an ocean an animal a carton 
5 century generation decade 
deer ] theater platform 
shown concerned completed 
crack □ gun dress 
race □ light pain 
□ group □ game notebook 
united apart together 
□ tardy used tired 
2 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
23 Trousers are 
24 Craft is the same as  
25 Proper means  
26 Instantly is the same as... . 
27 Glistened means  
28 A legend is a kind of  
29 To budge is to  
3c Nonsense is  
31 Chess is a kind of  
32 Keen means  
33 Repaid means  
34 Wealthy means  
35 A tourist is a  
36 Ferocious means  
37 A captive is a  
38 Expensive means  
39 An intermission is an  
40 A prickle is a  
41 Rapid means  
42 An appeal is a  
43 A marsh is a  
44 To dismiss is to  
45 Genuine means  
46 To condemn is to  
47 An expression is  
48 To relate is to  
49 A business is the same as a 
so A serious person is  
] clothes shoes fish spades 
liberty skill I load creed 
proud wild correct sure 
soon immediately then rapidly 
sprinkled sparkled glided grated 
chicken ending idea story 
move budget want weigh 
happiness noisiness silliness darkness 
dance food cook game 
blunt rough □ dull sharp 
. □ mended | | turned back gave back saved 
. □ adult rich foreign proper 
tramp trader sailor traveler 
. □ little radiant fierce profound 
prisoner leader title city 
. □ patient costly excellent marvelous 
. □ interruption instinct intention institution 
jacket fleece food thorn 
• □ shiny quick dark wavy 
request question □ story notice 
tramp parade sheriff swamp 
distress distinguish discharge dispute 
brilliant □ great real friendly 
blame pardon I | defend stretch 
a car an interest □ a look an expense 
hear see □ tell □ enjoy 
trade buyer dollar □ city 
• □ happy healthy silly grave 
|||, DO NOT 
3 WORLD KNOWLEDGE SCORE lUII TURN 
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TEST 2 Word Discrimination 
DIRECTIONS 
SAMPLE The train was a — 
Read each sentence and the four words below it. Find the word 
that goes best in the space where the line is. Make a cross in 
the box in front of the word, like this X Mark just one word for 
each sentence. Study the sample below and notice how it has 
been marked. 
— late. 
middle ^ minute [ minuet mitten 
i The bird made a sound. io I will you the money to buy the skates. 
□ green queer lent bend 
queen □ geese land lend 
21 will read just a story tonight. 11 He had no food and was weak from 
shot □ sort hanger hunter 
short I ] shut □ hunger ; hungry 
3 We how the bird flies so fast. i2 The boys wanted to the cave. 
window ! wonder [ exploit [ ] explore 
wander women export explode 
4 If we the car, the motor may start. i3 "Man” and "can” are two words that 
push □ gush rhyme rhythm 
rush path right refuge 
5 He for the lost ball. U Boil the fudge until it hegins to 
haunted hundred chicken thicken 
hunted handed kitchen □ sicken 
6 Do not the meat by cooking it too long. is We built a of snow for a snowball fight. 
spoil spool □ forth foot 
spill sport 1 | fort □ port 
7 Tie a piece of _ on that balloon. i6 The sun coming up at is a beautiful sight. 
spring strung down drown 
sting □ string drawn dawn 
s We like to play outdoors in good i7 Terry is very of his playmates. 
wheat weather | | pond [ front 
whether weaver □ font fond 
9 The airplane had across the continent. is The class is so large we need the space. 
flown [ ] foam double ( doubt 
known flower [ ] dough □ bubble ^ 
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
; 
19 The army bravely against the enemy. 
brought , fright 
I I fought O sought 
20 Slippery roads will accidents. 
I | came QD cause 
 ] come Q course 
Word Discrimination 
28 Be and do not skate on thin ice. 
; ! sensitive ] sensation 4 
I sentence sensible 
29 Can you for how you spent the money? 
I | accord Q acclaim 
_J account Q across 
' 2i We watched Mother the birthday 
cake. 
dedicate delight 
I I decorate Q delicate 
22 Mr. Arnold is our football  
; ]count [_J coach 
I I couch I I coast 
123 At the of the policeman the burglar 
ran. 
apparent [Z] appliance 
appearance applesauce 
24 The Scouts’ _ 
problem 
proclaim 
2s Come to the party 
thought 
LJ tough 
was to raise money, 
probable 
produce 
even you are late. 
[ J through 
I I though 
26 He was so tired he began to  
browse drowse 
drown down 
30 There is a stone in my ring. 
] precise Q precipice 
precious present 
31 If he wants to try, do not him. 
j discover discourage 
; discourse disgrace 
32 Tom stopped his bicycle by pressing the . 
peddler pebble 
pedal puddle 
33 Edward had the change for our bus 
fare. 
; excite exact 
i 1 exalt extract 
34 The camp was located in a mountainous . 
rejoice rejoin 
L J region reign 
3 She gave us our marks, but she our 
papers. 
[ retired restrained 
[ retrained retained 
27 We will start on our picnic it rains. 
I | unless | | useless 
I until | j unlace 
36 My sister took a trip last summer. 
! i abroad boarded 
[J abound O aboard 
► 






Read each story. Then read each question below the story. Find 
the best answer to the question and make a cross in the box in front 
of the answer you choose, like this |^j. Notice that certain ques¬ 
tions ask the meaning of a word in the story. These words can be 
found in the lines which have the star (★) beside them. Study 
the sample below and notice how the questions have been marked. 
Policemen are our friends. They help us to cross the street. 
They keep cars moving. Sometimes they scold people, but 
only when the people do something wrong. Everyone should 
★ obey policemen. 
How do policemen help drivers? 
They keep cars moving. 
They scold people. 
They drive cars. 
They wear blue suits. 
In this story, the word obey means to 
run home to Mother 




Mother made a cake. She put candles on it. The candles 
told how old I was. Mother got ice cream and candy. She 
got paper hats. She asked children to come to our house. 
1 Mother was getting ready for — 
Halloween □ Christmas 
a birthday a picnic 
2 What did Mother put on the cake? 
candles ] ice cream 
candy □ paper hats 






Fall is beautiful in our town. The leaves turn many colors. 
After a while they fall to the ground. Children play in 
them. Sometimes Father burns them. When they are gone, 
everything looks bare. 
4 When leaves fall to the ground, the children — 
play in them catch them 
burn them plant them 
5 In this story, leaves mean work for — 
] children Mother 
Father everyone 
6 In our town, leaves are many colors — 
always 
all summer 
for half the year 
! for a short time 
♦ 









Tweet is a small yellow canary. He belongs to little Sally 
Jones. Sally loves her pet. He lives in a bright green cage. 
Each day Sally cleans his cage. She gives Tweet food to eat 
and water to drink. If Tweet chirps a bright, happy song 
★ for Sally, he gets a bit of sugar. 
7 When does Sally clean Tweet’s cage? 
~j every day 
every week 
every time he eats 
when her mother asks her 
8 The best name for this story is — 
□ Canaries Sally’s Pet 
A Big Meal The Green Cage 
10 To get sugar, Tweet must first — 
eat all his food 
drink his water 
do tricks 
chirp songs 
11 In this story, the word bit means ■ 
chewed a bridle 
a small piece cut 
9 Tweet probably got his name because of his — 
liking for sugar clean cage 
singing bright color 
U Tweet is — 
green 
small 
I I a pest 
a rare bird 
Frank has a good hobby. He collects stamps. He has stamps 
from many different places. Of course, he has many United 
★ States stamps. He saves them from the letters he gets from 
IV his Aunt Carrie in Texas and his Cousin Jack in Ohio. Frank 
also has stamps from foreign countries. Frank belongs to a 
pen-pal club. He exchanges letters with other boys in far¬ 
away lands. One of his pen-pals lives in Africa. 
i3 Frank’s Aunt Carrie lives in — 
Ohio Texas 
New York Africa 
U The story shows that Frank likes to — 
’ travel play mailman 
get letters visit Texas 
is Frank probably thinks his hobby is — 
interesting : ] unusual 
hard work funny 





17 Most of Frank’s foreign stamps come from — 
aunts and cousins 
school pals 
playmates 
] children he has not seen 
7 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ► 
eading CONTINUED 
In Disneyland, California, there is a street called Main Street, 
U.S.A. Over one shop on Main Street there is a big sign. 
It tells us that this is a lock shop. Inside the shop there are 
★ all kinds of locks, but they are not for sale. Visitors see great 
locks and tiny locks. Some of the locks are new and others 
are hundreds of years old. This shop is a lock museum. 
is In this shop we can learn how — 
I | old-time locks looked 
□ to be a locksmith 
I | to lock offices 
I | keys are made 
i9 The locks in the lock shop are — 
all old , all small 
never sold Q never cleaned 
20 The best name for this story is — 
| | An Art Museum 
Disneyland, California 
□ The Lock Shop 
I | Locks for Sale 
21 In this story, the word great means 
nice famous 
good □ large 
The sundew is a small, pretty plant that grows in damp 
boggy places. Its leaves grow in clusters on slender reddish 
stems. On each leaf there are several beautiful shining drops 
that look like the smallest dewdrops you can imagine. A 
passing insect sees the drops and thinks they are drops of 
★ sweet nectar. He lights on the sundew’s leaves. Surprise! 
The sticky drop is not nectar. It is the glue that the sundew 
uses to attract insects. The small leaves close over the insect. 
Soon the insect disappears, for the sundew is one of the 
strange plants that eat living insects. 
22 Insects are most attracted to the sundew when 
they want to — 
play □ rest 
hide □ eat 
23 The best name for this story is — 
I | Good Nectar for Honey 
□ A Surprise for the Bee 
I | A Common Plant 
[ ] A Plant That Eats Insects 
24 An insect lighting on a sundew disappears in 
the — 
sunlight L] plant 
□ sky □ bog 
25 A word that best describes the sundew is — 
I | harmless ; odd 
ugly □ ordinary 
26 The sundew probably got its name from its — 
[ ] pretty leaves 
| | reddish stems 
| | shining drops 
i j strange nature 
27 In this story, the word lights means — 
[] comes down upon 
| | makes easy to carry 
□ makes bright 
! ] sets fire 
8 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
VII 
Gracie was a 20-year-old mare who for many years had 
helped her master deliver his wares by wagon. One day 
Grade’s master became very sick. Suddenly the reins went 
★ slack and the old man collapsed unconscious. Gracie waited 
quietly for a while, but when she received no orders she 
decided to take charge. Making her way down the busiest 
street, she obeyed the road rules and stopped at all the traffic 
lights until she reached the shop of her master. Then she 
whinnied and snorted until help came. 
28 Gracie’s master probably was a — 
□ horse thief Q jockey 
I | peddler ! ] junk man 
29 Gracie took her master to — 
T the hospital : j his home 
I | his store Q her barn 
30 In this story, the word slack means — 
lazy Q loose 
slow ] careless 
31 The word that best describes Gracie is 
[_j quiet 
! ! busy 
□ young 
I | devoted 
32 The best name for this story is — 
| | A Busy Street 
| | A Sick Man 
I | The Cleverest Animal 
] A Wise Horse 
Man’s study of the heavens probably dates back as far as 
the beginning of his history. Ancient man believed that all 
events in a man’s life that could not be explained otherwise 
were caused by the stars. Later, a more careful study brought 
certain conditions such as the grouping of stars and the move- 
★ ments of planets to man’s attention. Hence developed what 
is probably the oldest science in the world, astronomy. Cen¬ 
turies passed without any real progress in astronomy, until the 
development of the telescope. Today’s powerful telescopes 
are the result of years of experimentation. 
33 The best name for this story is — 
The Influence of the Stars 
| | The Science of Astrology 
] The Movements of Planets 
Man’s Study of the Heavens 
34 Progress in astronomy has been dependent 
upon — 
I | development of instruments 
| | luck 
| ! changes in the heavens 
. [H superstition 
35 In this story, the word attention means — 
I | courtesy [J devotion 
| | notice H] straight and still 
36 The oldest science in the world is thought 
to be — 
| | experimentation ] astronomy 
| | history ; j astrology 
37 The word that best describes ancient man’s 
attitude toward the stars is — 
[ | scientific s j understanding 
progressive [ ! superstitious 
9 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
Reading CONTINUED 
How would you like to go to school in a railway car? Some 
boys and girls do. They are children of trappers who live in 
remote places in Canada. A train whistles into a tiny village 
and detaches a special school car. A teacher lives and travels 
IX in the car. The children come to school on sleds and snow- , 
shoes. They must not be late, for there are only five school 
★ days at a time. Then the train will return to carry the car to 
★ another village. Five weeks will elapse before it comes again. 
Meanwhile, the pupils have plenty of homework to do. 
38 The best title for this story is — 
Train Travel 
School Days 
A Remote School 
CH A Traveling School 
39 The teacher in this story lives in a — 
car [~| trapper’s home 
tiny village □ big city 
10 The villages in the story are most probably — 
close to cities Q quite large 
in wild country Q] very modern 
n In this story, the word elapse means — 
pass by Q lose out 
waste away Q hurry along 






43 In this story, the word carry means — 
I I lift Q] take 
hold Q continue 
44 Traveling schools are used to — 
bring children to class 
educate trappers 
F] increase train travel 
educate frontier children 































Read each sentence carefully. If the word that is underlined 
is used correctly, make a cross on the letter R (for Right). If the 
underlined word is NOT used correctly, put a cross on the letter W 
(for Wrong) and write the correct word on the line at the right. 
Study the two samples below. They are marked correctly. 
SAMPLE A We are good friends. 
SAMPLE B I have ate my lunch. 
M s  
H 53 -eatesris 
1 Every girl must bring her own lunch  
2 Tom knowed the right way to Jim’s house  
3 She is going to try to learn me arithmetic  
4 "Please let me go,” cried the little girl  
5 Is these the books you borrowed from the library?  
6 Helen sets right beside me  
7 Be sure the baby don’t fall off the couch  
s I will be home within a hour  
9 Father has taken me swimming already  
10 It’s a miracle that they didn’t hurt themselves  
n You couldn’t have did a kinder thing than help that child. 
H There weren’t no other girls in the library  
is He ran faster than I’d ever saw him run  
U Ben has thrown his notebook cover away  
is Were those boys playing ball with you this afternoon? .... 
16 Us club members were asked to pay our dues now  
17 His shirt was badly tore after the scuffle  
iE Has John gave you a reply?  
19 Robert asked those boys to play here today  
20 We should wash the dishes ourself  
2 French is spoke here  
22 They were lying on the ground when we found them  
23 Will you come with Betty and I?  























































Look at each of the sentences below. There are one or more circles 
above each sentence. The arrow on each of these circles points to a 
certain place in the sentence where a capital letter or some punc¬ 
tuation mark may be needed. Look at each of these places. If the 
arrow points to a letter which should be a capital letter, write the 
capital letter inside the circle. If the arrow points to a space where 
some punctuation mark is needed, write that mark inside the circle. 
If no capital letter or punctuation mark is needed, put a i/ in the 
circle. (3 means all right as it is — no change needed. The sample 
9 
below isrnarked correctly. 
.9, 9 
SAMPLE his teacher is absent today 
9 9 9 
i-3 The first Saturday in June is the date of our class picnic. 
9 Q 9 
4-6 Helens new music teacher is miss Wallace. 
9 9 9 
7—9 Robert E Peary placed the first flag at the north pole. 
9 QQ 
10-12 Betsy and i have joined the girl scouts. 
9 9 
i3-i4 Lets have sandwiches fruit and milk for lunch. 
9 9 
15-i 6 My father has an office in the Tower building. 
9 9 
17-18 Please follow me, the usher said. 
9 99 
i9-2i Most of the houses near 430 Walton ave are large. 
O O 0 
22-24 Didnt you go to Silver beach on your vacation 
9 9 
25-26 My brothers school is in Denver Colorado. 
9 9 
27-28 The conductor asked us to show him our tickets. 
9 9 
29-30 Dear uncle Jim 
9 
3i Thank you so much for the collie puppy. He is cute and lively. 
9 Q 
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Arithmetic Computation 
I Work each example carefully and write your answer in the proper 
place. Reduce all fractions to lowest terms. The sample below 
is marked correctly. 
SAMPLE Add Add Add 3 Add 
3 
5 7 9 2 
+ 4 + 7 + 6 + 4 
9 
Add Add Add Add 
1 3 
2 4 4 3 1 2 4 2 
+ 5 + 3 3 + 8 7 + 2 1 
Subtract Subtract Subtract Subtract 
1 2 1 6 8 6 5 8 
- 3 - 7 -4 3 - 5 0 
Add Add Add Add 
$ 2.7 5 3 8 5 6 2 7 5 
+ 3.0 2 + 3 + 3 7 + 116 
$ 
16 Subtract Subtract Subtract Subtract 
5 2 4 $ 5.4 9 4 2 5 2 4 
- 1 0 3 - 4.0 1 -3 7 - 3 7 6 
$ 
Add Add Add Add 
3 6 4 1 2 5 7 530+897+59= 
4 2 3 5 4 2 3 8 
+ 2 3 + 2 6 5 + 6 7 9 






4 2 8 0 
7 9 3 1 
15 6 6 





4x2 1 = 
Subtract 
8 6 0 
-3 4 7 
33 Divide 34 Divide 35 Divide 


































6)3 6 6 
45 Multiply Add Subtract 
6 5 4 
X 4 0 
5 3 0 
X 6 8 8 
1 
2 




rithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts 
DIRECTIONS 
Problem Solving 
Work each of these problems as quickly as you can. Write the 
answer to each problem on the line beneath the problem. Do all the 
figuring you need to do right under each problem. Study the sample 
below. It is worked correctly. 
SAMPLE 
Paul bought an apple for 5 cents and 
some candy for 3 cents. How many cents 
did he spend? 
i We had 9 plants in our classroom. We 
gave 2 plants to the first grade. How 
many plants did we have left? 
6 Tom had 309 stamps in his collection. 
His uncle gave him 175 more. How many 
stamps are in his collection now? 
7 Betty said, " Bruce is 3 feet tall. I know, 
because he is 2 feet shorter than I am.” 
How tall is Betty? 
feet 
2 Our class ordered 19 tulip bulbs and 8 
crocus bulbs. How many bulbs did we 
order? 
e Aunt Helen is making table cloths. Each 
table cloth takes 3 yards of cloth. How 
many table cloths can she make with 
12 yards of cloth? 
3 Farmer Brown had 15 pigs. He sold 
7 pigs. How many pigs did he have left? 
4 There are 56 boys and 44 girls in our 
school. How many children are in our 
school? 
5 We have 32 children in our class. During 
game time 12 children played ring toss. 
How many played other games? 
9 How many cents would 4 soap-bubble 
pipes cost at 8 cents each? 
io There are 28 pupils in our class, 15 boys 
and 13 girls. Today 2 boys were absent. 
How many pupils were present? 
n Sue has 6 packages of colored cards. 
There are 25 cards in each package. 
How many cards has she? 
16 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts 
12 Today 27 girls are going to make scrap¬ 
books. Each girl will need 5 sheets of 
paper. How many sheets of paper will be 
needed for all the girls? 
is If I buy a ball-point pen for $1.95, how 
much change will I get from a five-dollar 
bill? 
$ 
i3 Grade 6 sold 207 tickets for a puppet 
show. Grade 5 sold 135 tickets, and 
Grade 4 sold 298 tickets. What was the 
total number of tickets sold? 
i9 Bill is making a bookcase. It is to be 
4 feet high. How many inches high should 
he make it? 
U How much will 4 cans of peaches cost 
at 35 cents a can? 
$ 
2o At $1.00 an hour, how much will John 
earn working from 10:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.? 
$ 
is Ruth had 3 turns in our game. She 
made 10 points on the first turn, 18 points 
on the second turn, and 24 points on the 
third. How many points did she make 
in all? 
2i Betsy had 24 marbles. She gave me £ of 
her marbles. How many marbles did 
Betsy give me? 
16 Tom weighs 130 pounds. Harry weighs 97 
pounds. Tom weighs how many pounds 
more than Harry? 
22 In our school, 505 children are going to see 
a puppet show. There will be five per¬ 
formances. If the same number of chil¬ 
dren go to each performance how many 
children will see the show at one time? 
i7 Roger is making boats. The boats are 
8 inches long. How many boats can he 
make from a piece of wood 32 inches long? 
23 If you put 49 pennies in 7 equal piles, 






TEST 7 Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts CONTINUED 
DIRECTIONS 
Concepts 
Each of the problems below can be answered by one of the four 
choices given. Read each problem and think out the answer without 
doing any figuring on paper. Make a cross in the box in front of 
the answer you have chosen, like this 
24 The number 824 is — 
eight hundred twenty-four 
eight hundred forty-four 
L eight hundred four 
I | eight hundred fourteen 






26 Dividend is a term used in — 
I | addition 
I I subtraction 
multiplication 
I 1 division 










29 Just one week from December 6 is — 
0 Dec. 7 
Dec. 13 
1 | Dec. 16 
□ Dec. 27 
30 How many quarts are there in \ gallon? 
□ l □ 2 
□ 4 □ 6 
31 If fishing poles cost $7.98 each, which of the 





32 Which number in 8512 is in the tens position? 
□ l □ 2 
□ 5 □ 8 
33 The difference between 150 miles and 360 
miles is about — 
50 miles 
100 miles 
□ 200 miles 
300 miles 
34 How many seconds less than a minute are 
40 seconds? 
□ 10 □ 20 
□ 30 
□ 60 
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Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
TO THE PUPIL 
The tests in this booklet are to help you and 
your teacher find out how well you are doing 
your school work. In each test some of the ques- 
Name I A ür_ ) (XYl 
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc Copyright © 1959 by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York All rights reserved. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Arithmetic Computation 
I Work each example carefully and write your answer in the proper 
place. Reduce all fractions to lowest terms. The sample below 
is marked correctly. 
TEST 1 










9 13 R b 









+ 1 5 
IPO J(H 10 0 U 






- 4 2 
6 7 
- 3 0 
S? 3 0 
1 2 Add 1 3 Add 14 Add 1 5 Add 
$3.4 6 




+ 2 3 
6 2 9 
+ 237 
$ L S 7 Hi i 1 ? fc : 
16 Subtract 17 Subtract 18 Subtract 1 9 Subtract 
4 3 7 
- 2 0 4 
$8.7 5 
- 4.0 2 
6 3 
- 2 9 
Ô 7 8 
- 3 8 0 
2 0 3. H.0 3 .35 0 
20 Add 21 Add 22 Add 23 Add 
3 6 
4 3 
+ 2 3 
5 1 3 
2 4 6 
+ 262 
4 8 
3 6 4 
+ 659 








































4 2-7 = 
44 Multiply 
2 2 
X 4 0 







9 0 9 
-645 









3)9 0 3 
Multiply 
6 0 4 









































X 5 7 
W[ 7? Y 
Divide 
9a / 










TEST 2 Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts 
Work each of these problems as quickly as you can. Write the 
DIRECTIONS answer to each problem on the line beneath the problem. Do all the 
Problem Solving figuring you need to do right under each problem. Study the sample 
below. It is worked correctly. 
SAMPLE 
Paul bought an apple for 5 cents and 
some candy for 3 cents. How many cents 




’ Aunt Helen made 7 aprons. She gave 
away 5 aprons. How many aprons did 
she have left? 
2 
2 Mother made 16 pieces of fudge. The 
children ate 7 pieces. How many pieces 
were left? 
U 
3 Yesterday 27 third-grade children and 
38 fourth-grade children visited the air¬ 
port. How many children visited the 
airport? 
4 There were 5f> children on the play¬ 
ground. There were 21 boys in the group. 
How many girls were there? 
3 The girls and boys in our class sold tickets 
to our play. Jack sold 24, Dorothy sole 
14 and Bob sold 13. How many ticket^ 





6 Father drives 45 miles in one hour. How 
many miles does he drive in 3 hours? 
Ill 
7 Ray caught a fish one foot long. Frank 
caught one 7 inches long. How many 
inches longer is Ray’s fish than Frank's? 
-J 
8 If 8 boys share equally 56 shells, how 
many shells does each boy get? 
JJII 
JJ- 
9 John distributed 17 containers of orange 
juice to one class and 8 containers to 
another class. How many containers 
did he distribute to the 2 classes? 
\ 
io On the day the circus opened in our 
town, 407 children’s tickets and 278 
adults’ tickets were sold. How many 
tickets were sold that day? 
4 
11 Richard had 65 newspapers to distribute. 
He has delivered only 17. How many 
more papers must he deliver? 
12 Ted bought 8 candy bars at 6 cents 
each. How many cents did he spend? 
/ \p 
i3 Charles has saved $4.65. How much 





i4 We drive 27 miles each time we make a 
trip to the lake. Last week we went to 





16 My sister had 12 lollipops. She gave me 
iy of them. How many lollipops did I 
get? 
i 
i7 We are making candy for our Girl Scout 
sale. Each batch of candy takes 2 pounds 
of sugar. How many batches of candy 




Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts 
is Mother needed 9 feet of paper to cover 
the picnic tables. How many yards of 
paper did she need? 
3 U 
HHHRI MHra ■ESIHHI 
is Sue, Bob and Joe found 660 pennies 
when they opened their bank. If they 
divided the pennies equally, how many 
did each receive? 
J3 
i9 Joan read three story books. One had 
/ 208 pages, another 292 pages and the 
other 288 pages. How many pages did 





20 If it takes Torn an hour and a half to 
wash and polish a car, how many cars 
could he wash and polish from 3:00 to 
6:00 in the afternoon? 
f ( r V 
oO__ ionK 
2i John had 50 cents to spend at the church 
fair. He spent 15 cents for candy, 5 cents 
for punch and 10 cents for popcorn. 
How many cents did he have left? 




22 Ken’s chickens laid 9 eggs a day for a 
week. How many eggs did they lay 
during this week? 
± 
23 Harvey has 64 cents. How many pencils 











Each of the problems below can be answered by one of the four 
choices given. Read each problem and think out the answer without 
doing any figuring on paper. Make a cross in the box in front of 
the answer you have chosen, like this ^|. 
24 Which of these numbers is three thousand four 
hundred eighty-five? 




25 The number 935 is — 
; nine hundred five 
| | nine hundred thirty 
IXI nine hundred thirty-fivi 
i nine hundred fifty-five 
30 The Roman numeral for 15 is — 
HVI V 




3i How many minutes less than an hour are 
45 minutes? \ 
0 10 
□ 15 □ 20 
□ 25 





32 The difference between 180 miles and 490 
miles is about — 
100 miles 
200 miles 
fXj 300 miles 
400 miles 
27 Just one week from September 7 is — 
[j Sept. 8 
TJ Sept. 11 
tgl Sept. 14 
Sept. 21 
28 Eighteen eggs are how many more than a 
dozen? 
0 6 
□ 8 □ 10 
□ 11 











34 Which number in 9780 is in the units position? 
S 9 □ 8 
□ 7 
□ o 
35 If one book costs $4.85, which of the follow¬ 
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